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SECTION I

f.
i 1.0 SUMMARY

A method has been developed to estimate the weight and major

envelope dimensions of small aircraft propulsion gas turbine

engines. The computerized method, called WATE-S (Weight Analysis

of Turbine Engines - Small) is a derivative of the Boeing WATE-2

computer code (ref. I)_ As in WATE-2, WATE-S determines the

weight of each major component in the engine including com-

pressors, burners, turbines, heat exchangers, nozzles, pro-

pellers, and accessories. A preliminary design approach is used

_: where the stress levels, maximum pressures and temperatures,

material properties, geometry, stage loading, hub/tip radius

ratio, and mechanical overspeed are used to determine the com-

ponent weights and dimensions.

A relatively high level of detail was found necessary in

order to obtain a total engine weight within the required

±10-percent accuracy. Component weight data from Garrett engines

was used as a data base to develop the methods required for small

gas turbine engine components. The small engine weight method is

i probably valid for other manufacturers, however, this has not been

I verified. The accuracy of the method is generally better than

±i0 percent, on the order of ±5 percent. This accuracy was

verified by applying the method to four Garrett propulsion

engines, some of which were in the original data base. Engines

used in the validation study were Jointly selected by NASA and

Garrett.
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SECTION II

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft propulsion system studies are frequently conducted

by industry and government. These studies may encompass a wide

variety of engine concepts ranging from relatively simple turbo-

prop and turbofan engines to complicated variable cycle engines.

The aerospace industry in general has acquired an adequate com-

puter capability to evaluate the thermodynamic performance of

these diverse engine concepts_ however, until recently, accurate

methods of estimating engine weight and dimensions were not read-

ily available.

The Boeing WATE-2 (Weight Analysis of Turbine Engines) com-

puter program was written primarily to estimate the weight and

major envelope dimensions of large, axial-flow turbofan and turbo-

Jet propulsion engines. A preliminary design appcoach is used

where the stress levels, maximum temperatures and pressures, mate-

rial properties, geometry, stage loading, hub/tlp ra_us ratio,

_nd shaft mechanical overspeed are used to determine component

weights and dimensions.

Overall, the basic approach of the Boeing WATE-2 program is

valid for small gas turbine engines; however, major modifications

to some of the component modules were required to improve the

accuracy and flexibility of this program for small gas turbine

engines,

2
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A computer p_ogram specifically written to _stimate the

weight and dimensions of small gee turbine engines was derived

from the Garrett version of the Boeing WATE-2 computer program.

This program will be referred to as WATE-S (Weight Analysis of

Turbin,: Engines - Small). It was configured on a stand-alone

basis, the required input being obtainable from most general pur-

pose thermodynamic engine cycle performance computer programs. A

small gas turbine engine as defined for WATE-S suitability is out-

lined belowl

o Conventional and unconventional Brayton Cycles (regen-

eration, intercooling, reheat, afterburning, combina-

tions)

o Separate or mixed-flow turbofans

o Core-corrected airflows from 0.23 to 4.54 Kg/s (0.5 to

i0.0 Ibm/s)

o Compressor pressure ratios from 5 to 25

o Turbine rotor inlet temperature from I089°K (19600R) to

1922OK (3460°R)

o Propellers and propfans suitable for aircraft flight

speeds up to Mach 0.8

o Axial and radial flow turbomachinery components with

input specified staging and shafting arrangements

o Geared or ungeared propulsor drive.

WATE-S determines engine weight and dimensions by summing the

weights and dimensions of each major component including pro-

pellers, fans, compressors, combuetors, turblrles, and nozzles.

3
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_aoh individual oomponunt specified In the Input in individually

modeled using _undamental phymlcal relationships. The specific

tasks accomplished are summarised in the following sections.
!

2.1 Component Modu_s Requiring Modifications

Pans and Axial Con,pressure - The WATE-2 axial compressor model

assumes the general design pressure-ratio cur=erred tip-speed

relatlonshlp is applicable to fans as well as low- and high-

pressure compressors. Garrett experience has demonstrated that

thls assumption is not valid for most small and Intermediate tur-

bofan engines. Separate fan accounting is provided in WATE-S as

well as a design pressure-ratlo corrected tlp-speed reletlonshlp

suitable for small axial compressors.

Centrifugal Compress0r _ and Radial Turbines - The WATE-2 centrif-

ugal compressor and radial turbine models are not consistent with

the desired component prellmlnary design philosophy. These mod-

ules have been completely rewritten so that radial flow component

weights and dimensions are determined on the basis of fundamental

physical relationships similar to those used for axial flow compo-

nents.

Reverse-Flow Co,__ustor__s- The WATE-2 programts combustor lo%Ic Is

not applicable to reverse-flow combuetors. The mean burner dlam-

eter Is used as the geometric design parameter. For reverse-flow

burners, where the burner Is positioned around the HP turbine, the

Inner diameter has more geometric significance. The ability to

use either of these diameters as the geometric design parameter Js

incorporated In WATE-S.

Engine Accessories - Engine accessory weights are currently lumped

together as s percentage of bare engine weight. Small gas turbine

engine accessory weight data Including the starter/generator,

4
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battery, fuel pumps, oll Dumps, propeller pitch control, fuel coi_-

ttol, etc., was reviewed to determine if a more detailed weight

model was warranted. A new accessory weight model has been devel-

oped and inGluded in WATE-S.

2.2 New Component Modules

Gearboxes - The WATE-2 program gearbox weight accounting is spread

through a number of subroutines. A different model is used for

axial and centrifugal compressor gearboxes, and no method is

available for linking a gearbox to a turbine for geared fan or

propeller free-turbine engines. A new gearbox component module

was necessary to provide the requi_ed flexibility for small gas

turbine engines. In this way, gearboxes may be connected to any

rotating component desired and consistent gearbox weights esti-

mated.

Propeller and Propfans - Methods of estimating propeller and prop-

fan weight and dimensions are not included in WATE-2. A new pro-

peller component module based on Hamilton Standard propeller data

has been developed and incorporated in WATE-S.

2.3 General Modifications

In addition to the above, the printer plot option of WATE-2

has been made operational for small gas turbine engines. Centrif-

ugal compressors, reverse-flow combustors, and radial turbine ele m

ments were added to the axial flow component plot capabilities. A

general review of the many geometric assumptions used in WAT_-2

for large turbomachinery components was completed to determine

their suitability to small gas turbine engine components.

_% default engine configuration is incorporated in WATE-S. i

The default engine is a two spool turbofan engine consisting of a
i

5
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£an, axi-_en_r_Eugal h{eh'_pressure aompre,lmor, axlal h|,gh-

p_essu_e turbine, and axial Ean turbine. Fouc _eEecence eng_nee
have been uaed Eo¢ compute_ program checkout and validation. The

accuracy oE WATE-fl in eBt_m_tin9 engLne we£ght and maJo_ envelope

dimensione _s ±10 percent or better. This has been demonstrated

by anal_e_s o£ the reEe_ence enginee.

6
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i

SRCTION IX!

Z.O M_T_OD O_ AXALYBXB

The methods of analysis used in WATE-S a_e baaed on a preli-

minary design approach where the aerodynamic and mechanical design

variables are taken into account. In the compressor, for example,

rotor blade weight is calculated as a function of the spec_fied

geometric parameters. Blade centrifugal stress is then found, and

the disk weight that will support the blade rotational force is

determined. Thla type of preliminary design approach was also

used for the other components.

The WATE-S method is intended to estimate the weight of a

given engine deslgnt it will not design an engine. This function

must be performed external to the program. WATE-S utilizes com-

ponent state conditions which are generated in an external engine

thermodynamic cycle computer program.

In the normal use of WATE-S, the desired engine cycle is sim-

ulated at the engine design point. The user of WATE-S must be

cognizant of other conditions in the fllght envelope where maximum

component temperature, work, speed, or flow occur. If these con-

dltlons are greater than the design values, they can size the com-

ponent and have a significant impact on the component weight.

WATE-S allows input of scalars to account for these off-deslgn

conditions.

A more accurate weight estimate can be achieved by developing

an array of engine cycle data over the engine operating envelope.

The WATE-S program will scan the input engine cycle data and

select the maximum conditions for each component.

7
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The engine cycle _i.mulati_n may _se camponentB that are

rQquired mathematlcally, but are not desired in the engine

welgh_. These can be eelectlvely eliminated by the use oF the

i, component weight scalars.

i 3.1 Cam anent Wei__ht and Dimension Methodolo
. ......................

The methods ok analysie described for each component in the

_' Following sections have been developed to achieve an overall

I engine accuracy of ±10 percent. Since the rotating components

i comprise the major part of the total engine weight, considerable

detail was necessary in order to achleve the accuracy goal. Nor-

mal program users may not have sufficient knowledge to adequately

define all of the necessary inputs; however, typical values are

given in the _eer's Guide, Section 4.

3.i.i Axial Fans..a.ndCompreesor_

The procedure used for axial fan and compressor weight pre.-

diction is a stage-by-stage aeromechanlcal design as illustrated

in Figure i. Rotor blade volume and weight are determined; then,

blade centrifugal etre_s, disk stress, and dlsk weight are calcu-

lated. Connecting hardware, starer blades, and cases are then

estimated and summed to give the total component weight. The fol-

lowing input data is necessary:

o The number of compressor stages. Stage work is held

constant for multistage axial compressors. Alterna-

tively, a maximum first-stage pressure ratio, which

reflects the design approach and technology level, may

be input

o Inlet and exit Math numbers of the compressor

00000001-TSA12
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Inl_t hUb/tlp radlu_ _atlo _f th_ flrst-at_g_ bl_d_

o Compressor design mode: i,e., conetar:t m_n].in_, con--

etant hub, or c_n_tant tip diameter
d,

o E£_eotive density of blade material; defined as the

i ratio o£ total blade weight and vo].umc

_ o Maximum Inlet and exit temperatures, if not at design

o Aspect ratios for the first and the last stage blades

o RPMmax/RPMdc s overepeed factor

o Blade tip solidity, ratio of blade tlp chord and spacing
I I

o Density of disk material

o Blade taper ratio

o Blade volume factor; ratio of bl_s vol_me and total

annulus volume.

The total e_halpy change for the component is available f_og

the engine cycle data. Equal work for each stage is assumed, and

the number of stages requlred is found by iteration until the

flrst-stage pressure ratio is equal to or less than the specified

maximum. When the number of stages is specified, first-stage

pressure ratio is calculated based on the equal work per stage

assumption and the maximum allowable pressure ratio input Is

ignored. Shaft speed is determined from the axial fan and com-

pressor tip speed correlations given in Figure 2. These com-

pressor tip speed correlations are based on current (1982) tech-

nology levels. The rpm of additional compressors driven on the

same shaft will be set by the first upstream compressor.

I0
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I-: In the event that an existing compressor Is being weighed, or

the shaft speed is already known, a speed scalar can be applied to

the shaft speed found from Figure 2 to achieve the desired value.

The speed scalar can also be used to modify the estimate of shaft

speed for high-pressure compressors, where the inlet temperature
significantly affects the pressure ratio capability, or for

external iterations of an engine design.

_/ The first-stage flow area is determined by the specified Mach
number and the corrected inlet airflow from the cycle data. Inner

and outer diameters of the flow path are calculated from the spec.-

r_ ified radius ratio:

_ / 4Linlet
Dt =

IT.-
! -

Dh = Dt
h

' (2}
F:

_ Compressor RPM is determined by dividing the tip speed (found from
Figure 2) by the product of _ and the tip diameter (Dt).

Stage length is found in the following manner. Axial blade

chord (C), as shown in Figure 3, is the quotient of the blade

height and aspect ratio:

hB
C _ -- (3)

AR

12
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The stator length was assumed to be equal to the rotor length

(or blade chord), and 17 percent of the rotor length requlred for

clearance between rotor and stator and the same clearance between

the stator and the next rotor.

The total number of blades is calculated from the specified

tip solidity (C/S) and aspect ratio (AR), and previously calc_1-

fated tip diameter (Dt) and blade height (hB) Z

-)NB R_

This value is truncated to an integer number of blades, and the

same value is used for the stator.

The total volume of metal in the compressor blades is then

Icalculated from;

K " hB 3

vB- 1
where K is a volume factor which accounts for firtree mount vol-

ume, taper ratio, and thickness-to-chord variations in typical 1

blades. For the data base engines, K was found to be 0.06 for fan

blades and 0.12 for compressor blades with hub/tip radius ratios

less than 0.8. For compressor blades with hub/tlp radius ratios _]

greater than 0.81

K = 0.12 + 0.04 (h/t - 0.8) (6)

The rotating blade weight of each stage is determined from

the blade volume and material density. Material density automati-

cally changes from titanium to steel when the stage inlet tempera-

ture exceeds a specified maximum, normally 6440K (II60°R). StaTe

temperature is determined from the engine cycle data, the equal

work assumption, and the specified over-temperature ratio. Stator

blade weight and dimensions are assumed equal to the rotor blades

and include the inner shroud.

14
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F

'_ho maximum blade centrifuqal stress occurs at the blade root

and i_ a funetlon of tip speed, blad_ height, tappr ratio, andi

i material density. Expressed in terms of the nondimenslonal blade
geametry, the equation for blade root centrifugal stress is:

¢r = _._ kS + "i'2-- 11 - h/t) (l + 3 h/t (7)g.TR

where U t is the product of the design tip speed and the overspeed

factor, RPMmax/RPMde s. An inserted blade is assumed, and the disk

, material is assumed to be titanium or steel forgings with ultimate

strengths of 82.7 RN/cm 2 and ii0.3 RN/cm 2 respectively. The rim

' of the disk IS assumed to be i0 percent of the blade hub radius or

1.91 cm, whichever is greater. The remaining disk volume is

assumed to be a trapezoidal section rotated about the axis. The

thickness of the trapezoid at its outer radius is sized for

75 percent of the ultimate strength. Thickness of the trapezoid

at the inner radius is based on 50 percent of ultimate strength

for the tangential stress. This value was selected based on an

experimentally determined burst speed margin.

If the average tangential stress can be satisfied with a con-

stant thickness disk, the bore radius is increased until the

lowest weight disk is achieved that just meets the design crl-

teria.

Disk stresses are calculated based on the total blade force

acting on the outer circumference of the d|sk, and are therefore

sensitive to changes in blade aspect ratio and solidity, as well

as blade centrifugal stress and hub radius.

Dimensions of succeeding stages are based on the design mode

selected (constant mean, tip, or hub radius). In the constant

mean llne method, for example, the mean radius is based on the

mean flow area of the first stage. This mean radius is held

15
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constant for subsequent stages. Corrected airflow at the entry of

each stage is determined from the calculated state conditions

derived from the equal work per sta_e assumption. Stage inlet

Math number is assumed to vary proportionally to the number of

stages when different inlet and exit Math numbers are specified.

Tip speeds for the downstream stages are then calculated from the

stage dimensions and shaft speed. Blade aspect ratio is deter-

mined by assuming a proportional change for each stage if inlet

and exit aspect ratios are different.

Figure 4 illustrates the stage coupling method that was dev-

eloped by Boeing and used in WATE-S. The spacer, nuts, and bolts

are assumed to be steel, with the spacer being a 0.191-cm thick

cylinder located at 75 percent of blade hub radius. The connec-

ting hardware weight (Whw) is estimated by the following equation:

Whw = 2_ (0.75 R h) 0.191 LST G .@ (8)

where R h is the blade hub radius, Lstg is the stage length, and@
is the material density.

The outer case is the last item of weight included in the

compressor weight buildup. Average case thickness in the data

base engines was 0.254-cm equivalent thickness, including

fasteners and flanges. Case weight is calculated stage by stage,

and the same material used in the disk is also assumed for the

case:

W c = _D t . LST G 0.254 .p (9)

where D t is the stage tip diameter.

Total stage weight is the sum of the rotor blades, starers,

disk, connecting hardware, and case. Stage weights are summed to

16
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i give the total _omponent weight. The sum of all stage lengths

gives the total compressor length. Znlet guide vane_ are not

included in the compressor weight, but can be accounted for with a

i" frame (see Section 3.1.9).

Rotational inertia of the oompressor is determined by finding

the inertia of each stage of the component. It is assumed that

blades have uniform weight/area and the disk is of uniform thick-

ness. This method had been applied to several existing engines

and the results showed good agreement. The following equations

are used for the blades and disk inertias:

lg kT NS

WD 2
I D - _-_ Rh (ll)

The total stage inertia is the sum of blade and disk inertias

istg = IB + ID (12)

The component inertia is the sum of the inertia of each stage.

3.1.2 Rotating Splitter

A rotating splitter, see Figure 5, is a circumferential

separator of two flows within the same component. These flows

normally have different pressures and temperatures, and the split-

tee must perform a sealing function. Stages that incorporate

rotating splitters are treated the same as compressors; a rotor-

stator pair comprises one stage, stator weight and size are

assumed to be the same as the rotor blade, and rotor-stator spac-

ing is 17 percent of rotor length.

18
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The rot_tln_ _plltter adds weight to the blade and Inerease_

the centrifugal blade force. Consequently, the disk must be

heavier to carry the added load. Splitter weight per blade is

estimated by:

2_SpLC2 . 0.i0 .#
WSp L - ..................... (13)

NB
+,

where C is the blade chord found from Equation (3) and RSp L is the
radial location of the splitter. Thickness of the splitter Is

assumed to be i0 percent of the chord, however, this choice was

based on only one engine, the General Electric CJ805-23. The

CJ805-.23 aft.-fan blade has a rotating splitter which has a box

section. The solid equivalent thickness of _,e hollow box was

approximately i0 percent of the chord. A more accurate estimate

could be made by actual design of the cantilevered platform to the

desired deflection ant/or stress levels.

The centrifugal force contribution of the rotating splitter

is:

FSp L = Mr__2 WSPL 2_. RPM 2 (14)g- " "T6 • RSPL•

where RPM is the shaft speed determined in the same manner as for a

compressor,

Blade root centrifugal streSS (Equation 7) is increased by

the amount

_cr=FSPL FSPL (15)%- : J
where t/C is the thickness/chord ratio of the blade (which is

assumed to be i0 percent). Disk weight is determined with the

increased stress level using the procedures described for axial

fans and compressors (Section 3.1.1).

20
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8haft speed determination (as described irm Section 3.1.I)

a_sumes that blade-root stros_ is subarltlaal. Use of a rotating

splitter will _ause the blade centrifugal stress to increase slg-

nifiaantly, and the WATE-B ot_tput should be inspected to determine

whether or not the ,tress level is acceptable. Reduction of shaft

speed may he required to reduce the stress level.

_f shaft speed is decreased, additional compressor stages may

be re_uireO to accomplish the same work. Alternatively, the

radius ratio of the compressor can be increased to restore work

capacity (due to higher tip speed). Disk weight of each stage

will increase for this compromise, however. The final choice must

be iterated external to WATE-S and may depend on whether or not

the flow path is reasonably well matched to connecting components.

These secondary etfects may have a much larger impact on the

engine weight than the weight of the splitter material, and they

should not be ignored.

3.1.3 Axial Turbines

The methods used for axial turbines are generally the same as

those previously described for axial compressors. The following

input data is tequiredz

o The numbe_ of stages or the maximum mean diameter of the

first stage

o Inlet Mach number (axial) of the first stage, and exit

Mach number (axial) of the last stage

o Rotor blade aspect ratios of the first and last stages

o Blade tip solidity

21
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o Reference disk stress, 0.2 percent yield point nf the

mater_al selected

o Coollng Indicates, to modify the blade volume calcula-,

tion _or cooling passages

o Turbine design moda_ i.e., constant hub 41ame_er, con-

stant mean line, or constant tip diameter

o Shaft overapeed factor, _P_ax/RPMdea

o Mean work coefficient, Am •
Um2

where 4H/N = enthalpy change pet stage

and Um = mean blade speed

o Blade material density

o Blade taper ratio

o Blade volume factor; ratio of blade volume and total

annulus volume.

Two alternative procedures may be used to size the turbine:

(i) specify the number of stages, and assuming equal work per

stage, calculate the mean diameter of the first stage based on the

input turbine mean work c_efflclent! or (2) specify the maximum

mean diameter of the first stage, and assuming equal work per

stage, calculate the number of stages required to satisfy the

input turbine mean work coefficient. Total component work and J

state conditions are taken from the engine cycle data. i
!

The flow area required to pass the corrected airflow at the 1

specified Mach number is calculated at the inlet of each stage.

For the first stage, the hub and tip radii are calculated from 1

this araa and the previously determined turbine mean radius. Sub- I

sequent stage dimensions are calculated based on the design mode

22
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eol_tQd (_onatant moan, hub, or tip diameter). When the first-

,rage inlet Ma_h number and aapeut ratio are different From the

last stage values, a proportlona_ ahange le assumed for the inter-

mediate stages,

Rotor blade shard and number of blades are determined by the

same methods used for axial compressors, _lade volume _s also

determined by the same method, _quation (5), except that K - 0,155

for high-pressure turbines end K - 0,195 for low-pressure tur-

bines, When the blade Is a cooled blade, the calculated volume is

reduced 20 percent to compensate for cooling-air passages. Blade

weight is the1_ found from the specified material density. Blade

root centrifugal stress is calculated by Equation (7). The disks

are calculated by the preliminary design procedure already discus-

sed for axial compressors.

Each stage of the turbine is treated as a stator-rotor pair

(as opposed te rotor-stator pair in the compressor). Stator

blades are assumed to have the same number and volume of material

as the rotor blades. The stator weight is calculated by Equation

(5), with K = 0.155 for hlgh-pressure turbines and K = 0.195 for

low-pressure turbines. Stator-rotor spacing is the same as com-

pressors, 17 percent of the rotor length. Stator AR is taken to

be 83 percent of the rotor blade AR.

Connecting hardware and case weight are also determined by

the same methods used in the compressors. The total weight and

length of the turbine component is the sum of disk, blade, etator,

connecting hardware, and case. No exit guide vanes (EGV) are

assumed in the turbine component. EGV's, if required, can be con-

sldered a part of the exit frame weight. Rotational inertia is

determined In the same manner as the compressor.
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3.1.4 Centrifugal Compressors

The procedure used for uentrlfugal compressors iS a prsllm-

Inary design approach similar in principle to that used for axial

compressors. Slade volumes and weights ere determined and a disk

is sized to support the blades for allowable stress levels based

oll inlet and exit flow path temperatures. The following inputs

ere required for centrifugal compreesorsl

o Inlet Math number

o Maximum flrst-stage pressure ratio, which reflects the

design approach and technology lev_l. Stage work for

this stage will be held constant for the second stage.

Alternatively, the number of stages can be specified.

o Inlet hub/tip radius ratio

o Number of blades and splitters

o Exit Math number

o RPMmax/RPMde s overspeed factor

o Hub inlet/tiPexit radius ratio

Only a one- or two-stage centrifugal compressor may be used

in a WATE-S engine simulation. The total enthalpy change for the

component is available from the engine cycle data. Equal work for

each stage is assumed, and the number of stages is calculated to

satisfy the maximum first-stage pressure ratio requirement. When

the number of stages is input, first-stage pressure ratio is cal-

culated ba_ed on equal work per stage and the input maximum pres-

sure ratio is ignored.
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q'ho tnlot flnw ar,,_ is dotormtno, d from the _j)_ctfied Maeh

nLllllh_r_llldinlot eoi?[oOte_ flOW frolllthe, enclillt_c2Ft_}_edAt_l. _ll,_

inlet hub (I_111)and shroud (R18) radii are oal.culated from the
slmcifi,_d Inlet/hub tip radius ratio (see Figure 6).
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The exit tip radiua (Rt) in then calcul.atod from the input

hUl_lnlet/tlllexlt i;adiua ratio. _'lle exit flow area is determined

from the :ipecllTied exit Math number and corrected flow from the
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The ratio of axial length to radial height of the blade at the

shroud (Dz/DR) , is assumed to be 2., and the flow path is assumed to

be comprised of two ellipses. Blade volume is computed assuming

the blade thickness at the shroud is 0.076 cm and the thickness at

! the hub results in 15.-percent blockagej

0.ls(2=RI._
_, thub = ..........

NB (19)

_ where NB is the number of blades. The compressor material and

! allowable blade and disk stress levels are selected based on the

maximum temperature conditions for the compressor.

The compressor speed is determined from the current (1982)

technology design pressure-ratio corrected tip-speed correlation

illustrated in Figure 7. Once the material is selected and the

rpm is calculated, the blade weight, stress, and natural fre-

quencies are calculated.

§_"

I-
! ! I m m

3 § ? 9 11

FIRST-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL COMFREUOR PftEUURE RATIO

Figure 7. Centrifugal Compressor Tip-Speed Correlation.
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The compressor disk is sized by an Itera_Ive preliminary

design procedure to support the blades and min[mlze the stage

weight, while maintaining the maximum allowable stress level st

the bore. This is done by varying the bore radius and backside

geometry of the disk.

Total stage weight is the sum of the blade, disk, shroud, and

diffuser welghts_ and crossover duet weight if a two.-stage centrl-

fugal compressor is modeled (see Seetlon 3.1.6, Equation 32).

3
RIS + Rt

Wshroud = 0.1673p ----_....... (20)

Wdiffuser = 0.2845p Rt3 (21)

The diffuser radius is assumed to be 1.6 times the exit tip radius

(Rt) and the length equal to 7 percent of its diameter.

The total stage inertia is estimated from the following

expression:

Ieent - 0.1086pR_
(22)

where p is the material density selected.

3.1.5 Ra__dialTurbines 'I

The method described for centrifugal compressors is generally

the same for radial turbines. The input data required Is_

o Inlet Maeh number

g_H/N
o Turbine work coefficient, At = 2

U t
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o Number of blades and splitters

o Exit Mach number

o RPMmax/RPMde s overspeed factor.

Only a single-stage radial turbine is allowed. The total enthalpy

change for the turbine is known from the engine cycle data. The

inlet tip radius (Rt) of the turbine is calculated from the input
turbine work coefficient and the previously calculated shaft

speed. The inlet flow area is determined from the specified Mach

number and the corrected flow from the engine cycle data. The

inlet blade length is calculated from:

Ainlet
BL =

2_Rt (23)

The exit shroud radius (RIs) of the turbine is assumed to be

70 percent of the inlet radius (Rt) and the exit hub radius (RIE)

is calculated knowing the exit corrected flow and Mach number.

R1 B = _R_s2 _-Ae__it (24)

The ratio of axial length to radial height of the blade is assumed

to be 2.1, and the flow path is assumed to be comprised of two

ellipses. Blade volume is computed the same as for centrifugal

compressors. The turbine material is assumed to be a nickel-based

superalloy with a density of 0.00792 kg/cm 3 and allowable stress

levels for the blade and disk of 51.7 KN/cm 2 and 86.2 KN/cm 2,

respectively. Disk weight is calculated the same as for the cen-

trifugal compressors.

Total component weight is the sum of the blade, disk, and

shroud weights.
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Wshroud • 0,1755p 1251

I_ The total inertia of the radial turbine is estimated from the

followlng expression:

Zrad turb " 0.1687pR_ (26)

3.1.6 Ducts

The design criteria used to size the ducts in WATE-S is

assumed to be the internal pressure. Structural loads cannot be

addressed in the preliminary design process where WATE-S is

intended to be used. Figure 8 illustrates the typloal duct geome-

try assumed. Generally, the outer surface of the OD duct wall is

exposed to ambient pressure or fan duct pressure. The inner sur-

face of the ZD duct wall can be subjected to fan pressure, LP

compressor pressure, or HP compressor exit pressure_ etc. For

these reasons, ambient pressure is assumed for the calculations of

duct wall thickness, this assumption results In conservative

weight estimates.

AREA• A

PT2 Ro RIJ -4 I J .

Figure 8. Duct Schematic.
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The equation for stress on a longitudinal section o_ a thin-

walled cylinder subjected to internal pressure is (ref. 2):

PD
cr = _ (27)

Or solving for the minimum thickness, tmin:

PD (28)
train = _]F

where (r is the allowable stress level, P the internal total pres-

sure, and D the duct wall diameter. A minimum gage thickness of

0.127 cm is assumed for all ducts. The assumed materials are

titanium (or= 34.5 KN/cm 2) below 644°K (II60°R) and stainless

steel ((r= 48.3 KN/cm 2) above 644°K (1160°R). The material is

selected based on the total temperatuEe of the duct airflow. The

weight is calcLllated as a function of the duct length (L), the

inner diameter (Di) , the outer diameter (Do) , and the calculated

wall thicknesses (tmin, i and tmin,o)_

Wduct =p_L (Dotmin, O + Ditmin, i) (29)

Duct Mach number is specified as an input, and corrected air-

flow is determined from the engine cycle data. The inner and

outer diameter are determined as a function of the required flow

area and the dimensions of the connecting upstream component.

Care should be taken to ascertain whether these assumptions

apply for specific engine configurations. For example, a thin-

walled cylinder subjected to an external collapsing pressure will

fail at a much lower pressure than it would if it were subjected to

an internal bursting pressure, as assumed in the duct weight cal-

culation. If both ID and OD walls of the duct are exposed to

ambient pressure, the ID wall should be sized to avoid collapse,

such as determined experimentally by Stewart (ref. 2) for lap-

welded steel tubes:
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Pmax " 689.5 1 - ( 1301

or expressed in terms of minimum wall thickness:

tmln " _0 V _ 68§,5) (31)

WATE-S does not perform the above calculation to determine whether

collapslng pressure sizes the ID wall.

Crossover ducts are required to join two centrifugal compres-

sors, and are calculated In a different manner. The crossover

duct diameter is assumed to be 1.6 times the exlt tlp radius of the

upstream centrifugal compressor. The duct length is assumed to be

20 percent of the diameter and the weight is estimated from the

followln9 expression:

Worossover duct = 2.283 Rt 3 (321

where Rt is the exit tip diameter of the upstream centrifugal com-
pressor.

3.1.7 Burners

The methods used for burners are based on a calculated volume

of materials, similar to the previously described methods for

ducts. However, wall liners, fuel manifolds, and fuel nozzle

weights are also calculated as shown In Figure 9. The method

described is used for primary burners, both axial and reverse-

flow, as well as duct heaters and afterburners.

The required inputs Includet

o Burner residence time
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o Through-flow velocity

o Burner mean radius for axial primary burners and duct

heaters, and _,nner radius for reverse-flow primary bur-

ners.

Figure 9. Burner Schematic.

The differences in burner types and configuration are

reflected in the input values. When a primary burner is speci-

fied, a frame weight may be added. Primary burners and duct

beaters require a radius input, while the afterburner is assumed

to have no inner wall.

Burner flow area is determined from the input through flow

velocity, the mean radius, and the inlet-corrected airflow from

the engine cycle data. Burner length is found to give the speci-

fied residence time based on the input velocity and entry condi-

tions. Flow area is used to obtain the inner and outer dimensions

of the burner (Ri and Ro) from the specified mean radius. Inner

i and outer case thicknesses are determined from Equation (28). The

assumed material is steel with an allowable stress of 48.3 KN/cm 2. The

we'ght of the inner and outer case is detern_ined from Equa-

tion (29) using the burner length L.
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_iner weight is determined in a similar manner, assuming

O.140-cm thick steel walls, located at 20 percent of passage

height from the inner and oute_ ease. The burner dome, fuel mani-

fold, fuel nozzles, and other components are estimated by the fol-

lowing equation developed by Boeing.

Wdome ,, 0.1508 (Ro2 - Ri2) (331

Total burner weight is the sum of the inner and outer cases and

liners, burner dome and fuel nozzle system, and frame when speci-

fied.

3.1.8 Shaft__s

A shaft is assumed to be the power connection component

between compressors and turbines, or propellers/propfans and tur-

bines. Figure i0 illustrates the shaft geometry and nomenclature.

• CLEARANCE

Do

DI

ENLARGEDSECTIONOFCONCENTRICSHAFT

Figure 10. Shaft Schematic.
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Multiple concentric shafts can also be specified, and will be

sized around the inner shaft with 0.381-cm radial clearance,

Dimensions of the inner shaft are determined to provide the neces-

sary torque capability at the specified allowable stress. Total

shaft power Is the summation of work for all turbines on the

shaft. Torqu_ is calculated by:

105
T = ...... ZPW (34)

whet6 _ is the shaft rotational speed,

Shear stress due to the torque load is defined by (ref. 2)

16 T D O

T = Oi _-) (35)_(Do4 -

or in terms of the input diameter ratio (Di/D o)

= 16T --

o [ t)J

Solving for DO in terms of allowable stress

Do = ............ TIJ--_ - (37)

?r T -

The shaft weight is then found by

II = Lp_r--_-- i - _-7 (38)
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A similar procedure is used for concentric shafts. The outer

shaft's inner diameter is found by adding 0.762 em to DO, and

Equation (37) is solved by iteration to satisfy the desired allow-

[- able stress.

While it is assumed in the shaft weight estimate that torque

determines the shaft dimensions, it should be recognized that

other design considerations may dictate shaft dimensions. Shaft

critical speeds or longitudinal stiffness may actually design the

shaft, but this is a function of bearing arrangement, mount stiff-

ness, location of and stiffness of rotating masses. The calcu-

lated shaft weight should be considered to be an absolute minimum,

and can possibly be much larger when these other criteria are con-

sidered. The rotational inertia of the shaft is not calculated,

since it is a negligible quantity compared to the compressors and

turbines.

3.1.9 Frames

A structural frame is normally required to span the engine

flow path from the outer engine case to the shaft, usually to sup-

port a bearing (as shown in Figure ii for several typical

engines). Mechanical design of the frame would require a defini-

tion of all loads imposed on the frame under normal operating con-

ditions, transients, and adverse operating conditions, such as a

hard landing. This level of detall is normally not available at

the preliminary design stage for which WATE-B has been developed.

Boeing had found, however_ that the frame weight correlates

well with the total frame-projected area. This data is shown in

Figure 12 for five types of frames commonly used: slngle-beatlng

frames with and without power takeoff (PTO), turbine exit, and

intermediate. Frame weight is determined from this data, based on

the local diameter and the type of frame specified.
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Figure ii. Frame Types. !
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Figure 12. Frame Weight.

3.1.10 Nozzles and Thrust Reversers

Unllke the rotating components, the loads and load paths of

nozzles (particularly variable area C-D nozzles) are not readily

defined on a general basis. A selected type of nozzle could be

subjected to a detailed welght-estimatlng procedure, however, the

trade-ells of internal and external performance with nozzle length

and diameter would also be necessary to optimize the design. This

type of data is not likely to be available at the level of develop-

ment for which WATE-S is intended.

A procedure has been develope_ that shows proper trends for

multiple-stream nozzles and for variable geometry and fixed-

geometry nozzles. Nozzle length Is specified and should be

selected to be representative for the type of nozzle. An effec-

tive surface area Is calculated based on the diameter of the con-

necting component and the specified length. Only circular, coni-

cal nozzles are assumed, and coannular nozzles can be represented

by specifying a olrcular nozzle for each flow path. Plug nozzles

can be represented by spec/fylng a larger effective length; e.g.,

from nozzle entry to end of plug.
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Wall tl,lcknees ie assumed to be a 0.1626-0m compnelte of

titanium f_.3Cl3.-cm) and stainless steel (0.0813-_m) below 644"K

(II60'R) and 0.0813-0m stainless steel nbove 644"K (II60"R).

Variable nozzles are calculated in the came manner except that the

effective wa_l thickneH Is 2.75 times that of the fixed nozzle,

A weight estimating method for thrust reversers prevlously

developed for alrcraft preliminary design atudlee by Boeing wa_

based on the weight of 18 different thrust reversers that are in

current use. It had been found in correlations of this data that

reverser weight (W) is a function of corrected mass flow (_) and

nozzle pressure ratio (PR), and is dependent on whether the stream

is hot (primary) or cold (ran). The following i:elatlonehip is

included in WATE-S:

Hot (pr r. 0.52631 191.87 1.0036 -0.5054

[_qg___i_ondar_) 2.2222 5.0348 0.23014 0.56091

The WATE-S method will apply the cold stream equation to a fan

stream whether or not it is heated by a duct burner. The hot

stream equation is used for turbine exit or mixed-flow exhaust

streams.

3.1.11 Mixers

A mixer is a mechanical device placed at the confluence of

_ two coannular streams to increase the mixing boundary so that

thermal mixing takes place in a minimum length. Figure 13 illus-

trates a typical example of a _'xer. This type of mixer is known

as a daisy mixer or forced mixer.
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Figure 13. Daisy or Forced Mixer

The required inputs include:

o Mixer specific length, Lsp -_

o Number of lobes or passages, N

o Engine core and bypass flow areas, AII and AIO

Engine core and byDass annular flow areas are taken from the

engine cycle data, and the Inlet radius (RI) of the upstream com-

ponent is used as a starting point for locating Rm and RO, as shown

in Figure 14. R i normally will be the hub radius of the flnal

turbine stage.

.S9
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Rm is based on core flow area (AII) and Ri

A - (AIO + AZl)/2 where AIO and AII are inputs

Lsp = L/_4A_-is an input, calculate L

N = is the number of lobes or passages input

Wml x = 1.25 N (Ro-R m) L K 1

I _Ri2
Wplug = _RiL n+'6_-_"[_, K2

K 1 and K 2 are products of materlal density and thicknessl

K 1 - (0.127 cm) (0.00775 kg/cm 3) = 0.00098 kg/em2(steel)

K 2 = (0.0813 cm) (0.00775 kg/cm 3) = 0.00063 kg/cm 2 (steel)

Figure 14. Mixer Schematic.

The mixer is assumed to consist of two components, the mech-

anical mixer section and the mixer core plug, both fabricated from

stainless steel with a density of 0.00775 kg/cm 3. The average flow
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area of the mixer te used with the input specific length to deter-

mine the length of the mechanical mixer section. The mechmnical

mixe_ section is assumed to be constructed of 0.127-cm material

and the weight estimated from the following expression:

Wml x - 1.25 N (Ro - Rm) Lp (0.127) (40)

The mixer core plug Is assumed to be constructed of 0.0813-cm

materlal and has a cylindrlcal section as well as a conical sec-

tion. The mixer plug weight is estimated from the following

expression:

Wplug = _RIL + i_10.08131 141)

The total mix _'.weight is then:

W = _ix + Wplug (42)

3.1.].2 Annulus Inverting Valve (AIV 1

This device has been used in some variable-cycle engines to

_nvert the annular position of two concentric flow paths. It

accomplishes the flow inversion within a constant diameter enve-

lope, and with constant-area duct passages. Figure 15 shows a

typical example of an AIV, This AIV was designed to vary the

bypass ratio in a JTSD engine.

The AIV weight method assumes a constructon similar to that

shown in Figure 15, except that instead of sheet-metal, the mater-

ial is assumed to be a titanium honeycomb at 5.37 kg/m 2 below

644"K (IIG0°R) and steel honeycomb at 9.13 kg/m 2 above 644"K

(II60°R). If desired, different materials can be specified.
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\
rFORWARD HALF OF AIV'

Figure 15. Typical Annulus Inverting Valve: JT8D
Variable-Bypass Engine Test.
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An empi_'ical relationship, similar to tho mixer method, had

been developed by Boeing for estimation of the AIV weightl

F', WAIV - L • _W [2Tr (R i + 2. Ro/+, 3.93RM + 1.25N(Ro-Ri) ] (43)

where R i is the hub radius of the upstream connecting component,

and Rm and RO are found to satisfy the input Macll number with the
inlet corrected airflow (see Figure 16). The number of passages

(N) is an input, and material weight per unit area (W/A) is

selected depending on the stream temperature. Length (L) of the

AIV is calculated from the input specific length, LSp:

L = Lep xf4n/_ _ (44)

I" t :'

1
LSp- L/V;_'_ " INPUTA- (AouTER+AINNER)2.

FROMMACHINPUT

AINNER ANDACUTERAREFOUND

L ISDETERMINED

WTIC-2 RI L WTSI

WTOC'2 Ro t Wl"SO

WTWALL-{K! RM+K2N(Ro-RI) ) L WTSW

WTSI,WTSOANDWTSWARE MATERIALWEIGHTPER UNIT AREA

RM -

K1-3,927 K2-1.25

[,'iguI:e16. Annulus-Inverting Valve Schematic.
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Specific length te preferred as an Input b_cause it is non-

dimensional, and It lea major variable that determines AZV pres-

sure loss. A relatively good compromise between size and perEorm-

ante is achieved when N-8 and LSp-O.6 to Z.O, which results in a
pressure loss between 2.5 and 1.5 percent.

If the AIV is of the switching type, where one half indexes

in • rotational direction relative to the other half to change

flow-path orientation, an actuator weight is estimated at 10 per-

cent of total AIV weight. Additional structure to support the

rotating n_if is not included and should be represented as an

additional frame.

3.1.13 Gearboxes and Transmissions

A method of estimating the weight of various types of gear

systems has been previously developed by Schmidt (ref. 3). Thls

method has proved applicable for estimating the weight of turbofan

engine gearboxes, such as the one In the Garrett TFE731. The

equation used for total gearbox weight is

PW (45)Gearbox Wt - 15.5 . _ . (I. + GR) 3

PW
where GR-'R_RPM_defines the maximum torque transmitted

and GR - gear ratio (> i.)

The gearbox used in turboprop engines is weighed with a dlf-

recent method.

( ) o.eGearbox Wt - 471.86 _ Prop. RPM (46)

3.1.14 Heat Exchangers

Both rotary and fixed heat exchanger weights can be esti-

1_ated. Methods previously developed produce adequate results for

preliminary design purposes, see Figure 17.
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For rotary heat exchangers, a ceramic core is assumed.

Weights of th_s type of heat exchanger have been determined by the

Coming Glass Company (ref. 4) and are represented In Table I foe

various levels of effectiveness and pressure loss. This data is

developed for a total corrected airflow oE 90.7 kg/8. For other

sizes, these weights are scaled directly with corrected flow.

TABLE I. CERAMIC ROTARY REGENERATOR WEIGHT

90.7 kg/s corrected weight flow

BPR 3 7 i0

&P/P (t) 5 10 5 I0 5 I0

Weight (kg)

• = 80t 305.7 245.8 284.9 201.8 272.2 191.9

85% 440.4 342.0 414.6 290.3 378.3 279.9

90% 735.7 538.9 647.7 492.1 595.6 450.9
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_i Fixed-tube heat exchangers are e_timated by a heat-transfer

i' analysis (ref. 5) where the required tube surface area is found to

_ give the epeoified effectiveness. Flow area of the tubes is found

_. from an input Mach number, number of tubes, and corrected flow.

An estimate of the pressure drops is made for the input number of

tubes based on input relative roughness values for each flow path.

The flow Reynolds number is calculated and the Moody diagram is

used to estimate the friction factor, and thus the pressure drop.

These calculated _P/P's can be used to ascertain whether the num-

ber of tubes selected is reasonable. Wall thickness of the tubes

is determined by Equation (28) to satisfy an assumed allowable

stress of 34.5 KN/cm 2 and a density of 0.00465 Kg/cm 3 below 644°K

(II60°R). A stress of 48.3 KN/cm 2 and a density of 0.00792 Kg/cm 3

is assumed above 644°K (II60°R). Minimum wall thickness of

0.0254-cm is used for the tubes. The length of the tubes is deter-

mined to satisfy the surface area requirements. Fixed-tube heat

exchanger tube w_ight (Wtubes) , is then found by

Wtube s = pL= (Re2 - Ri2 ) (47)

where R o and R i are the tube radii and L is the total length

required. A wrap-up factor of 1.85 is used to account for the

weight of the casings, mounting hardware, manifolds, and other

equipment that may be necessary.

WHTEX = 1.85 . Wtube s (48)

3.1.is

Tb_ following expressions for estimating the weight and diam-

eter of advanced technology propellers and propfans were derived

from methods developed by IIamilton Standard (ref. 6). It is noted

that these expressions are based upon a conventional blade of the

stated materials with a generally rectangular platform shape, and
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a standard l_lan_e_ shank. The blade weight relations are for oom.-

mon propeller m_terialsl composite and aluminum. If othe_

materlals are desired, a density ratio can be used to estimate the

weight. However, allowable working stresses and blade stiffness

may vary and considerable judgement is required to account for

these effects.

Thp expression used in WATE-S for double acting, advanced

technology propellers is

Prop.t- K _ _100/ 3z9_

where K = 42.6 for composite materials

57.6 for aluminum

D = diameter (m)

N = number of blades

w blade activity factor

PW = maximum shaft power (KWatt)

Mn = desi_ cruise Math number

Ut m 100-p_rcent design tip s_ed (m/s)

The expression for propfans is

. .4 6+2.oo5 t
1501

The input quantities are tip speed, PW/D 2 or D, the number of

blades, activity factor, and design cruise Math number. The cal-

culation procedure determines the diameter if not input, then the

propeller RPM is calculated from the tip speed,
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nD

end finally the propeller or propfan weight is calculated from the

above expressions.

3.1.16 Accessories

Accessory weight data was collected from twelve general avi-

ation aircraft manufacturers and was suppleme_,ted with Garrett

data for several engines. The data is presented in Table II and

includes 22 various turbofan, turboprop, and turboshaft engines

ranging in sea level static thrusts from 2.67 KN to 22.46 KN and

maximum shaft horsepowers from 0.373 mWatt to 1.163 mWatt.

A tremendous mnount of scatter exists in the data, and hence,

separate correlations for each accessory were not possible. Bat-

tery weights varied and were generally the heaviest accessory.

For these reasons, the starter/generator, hydraulic pump, oil

pump, and fuel pump were lumped together and a single correlation

derived for these accessories (note that the battery is not

included).

ACCS Wt = 18.2 + 0.02 (bare engine weight) (52)

If this calculation results in an accessory weight fraction less

than i0 percent of the bare engine weight, then i0 percent of the ,I

bare engine weight is used for the accessories. The bare engine

weight where this break point occurs is 198.4 kg.

3.2 Other Program Functions and C_es

3.2.1 Fli___._tEnvelope Maximization

In the normal use of the WATE-S program, a flight envelope of

engine cycle data will be generated. Since the weight of each
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component Is af£ected by its maximum work, flow, temperature, and

speed! these maximum values are stored for use in the dimension

and weight celculatlons. The flight condltlon is given in the

output data where the maximum condition occurs for each component.

3.2.2 Deal_n Limits

As an aid to assist the user in achieving • reasonable engine

design, the output wIZ1 provide a warning and suggested corrective

action to bring the engine design within reasonabZe limits. These

limits can be specified, or default values will be used if not

specified. Table SZI shows a llst of warnings and corrective

actions,

3.2.3 Automatic Airflo_ • Scaling

The WATE-S p_o_zam will automatically scale the engine ±20 per-

cent of the size that is defined by the thermodynamic input.

Up to six selected scale factors can also be specified. A scaling

exponent (_) is calct,lated for each scaled engine based on the

following expression:

w - "R r \ aRE/ (s3)

Ii The scaling exponent (_) for each engine size is provided in theoutput data.

3.2.4 Engine Center of Gravlt_

The center of gravity of each component, except the rotating

components, is assumed to be the midpoint of its length. The

moment relative to the front flange of the engine is determined as

a function of the position of each component.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
TAeL_ ZIZ. DESIaN LIMITS OF POOR QUALITY

' Default Value
' Warning Message Action Reoommended Tested Against

,, i

Blade Centrifugal Reduce shaft speed _r - 34.5 KN/cm_ psi HPT
Stress Exceeded (by rpm scalar| or cr - 41.4 RN/cm;psi LPT

increase exit Math cr . 55.2 KN/om" pal
number fans and axial

compressors

h/t Too Large Reduce hub/tlp h/t - 0.93 HPC exlt
ratio input

i ii

h/t Too Small Increase hub/tlp h/t = 0.32 fan, LPC, HPC i

ratio input inlet '

h/t - 0.50 HPT, LPT exit

Turbine Work Add turbine _tages _ = ].39.6 KJ/kg
Too High decrease A m input Am.. HPT, LPT

., i l

Stage PR Too Reduce stage pres- PR = 1.8 fan
High sure ratio input PR = 1.65 HPC, LPC

i

Flow Velocity Decrease stage Mnexlt = 0.60 all
Too High inlet Mach number components

input
,i

Blade Size Too Change overall hB - 1.016 cm all axial
Small pressure ratio or compressors

reduce h/t input

Compressor Work Add compressor _ = 0.9 all axial
Coefficient Too stages or increase compressors
High hub/tip ratio

4
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Per rotating components, the weight of each atage is asB'_me_

to act at mid-length of the stage. _omenta are summed about the

front flange for each stage. The center of gravity of each rotat-

ing component and the total engine la calculated. CG locations

ace shown in the output data for the total engine and each com-
ponent,

3.3 Program Valldati?_n

A verification of the accuracy of the WATE-S method can only

be done by applying it to various types of engines end comparing

the results with the actual measured engine weight and dimensions,

or with those estimated by the manufacturer for proposed engines.

Since the manufacturer's estimate of proposed engines also

includes some error, the real deviation or error of the WATE-S

method can only be found by comparing engines that have been built

in production qualltities.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of WATE-S, the NASA Pro-

gram Manager and Garrett Jointly selected four Garrett propulsion

engines for comparison. These included both production and pro-

posed engines. Results of this comparison are presented in

Figure 18. As can be seen, the predicted engine weight and over-

all dimensions of the selected engines are within the ±i0 percent

accuracy goal. i
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Figure 18. WATE-S Program Results Compared to Garrett Weight Data.
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4.0 UBENS MANOAb

This section contains a description of the WATE-B input and

output data, values of typical inputs, sample oases, and program

structure definition. WATB-S is designed to function with a rum- .

ponent type thermodynamic engine cycle analysis program. The

thermodynamic engine design point may be used to generate the

WATE-S inputs, or additional off-design points can be used and the

maximum conditions of component work, flow, temperature, and pres-

sure are used to size the turbomachinery components. In order to

achieve the most accurate engine weight estimate, the off-design

cases should include the maximum performance levels required of

each component.

WATE-S will also accept input weight scalars for each com-

ponent so that components may be selectively eliminated,

increased, cr d=_c_ed in weight to determine sensitivities, etc.

Input and output units may be either English or SI.

4.1 Input Description and Formats

The inputs of WATE-S are arranged in three NAZ4ELIST groups:

$C for the configuration data, ST for the thermodynamic data, and

SW for the aeromechanical design data. The configuration data is

input only once per WATE-S execution, whereas the thermodynamic

and aeromechanical design inputs are grouped in pairs. Table IV

provides a su_nary of the input variables. Figure 19 illustrates

a typical card stacking arrangement to execute WATE-S. The

following sections discuss each of these NAMELIST groups in detail

and provide typical and default values where appropriate.
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END

IWT • 2, ILBNG m S,riJSo6,?_,10

W

END

;.271,3.149,3,149,3.101

ST

:ARD - THERMODYNAMIC INPUT

; END

NOSTAT - 13, NCOMP - 11,

TITLE CARD - CONFIGURATION

JOB/USER CONTROL CARDS

Figure 19. Deck Stacking.
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4.1.1 Configuration Inputs

The engine configuration input is contained in the $C name-

list. Zt is preceded by a title card describing the engine con-

figuration or any other description the user might desire. The

configuration inputs fully describe the component connectivity and

define the flow stations throughout the engine. The following

variables were originally supplied by NNEP (ref. 7) in WATE-2, but

in W&TE-S are required input.

"NCOMP" is an integer variable defining the total number of

i components used in the WATE-S engine simulation.

"NOSTAT" is an integer varlable defining the total number of

flow stations used for the thermodynamic simula-

tion of the engine.

"JTYPE" is a one-dlmenslonal integer array containing the

type of component.

1 Inlet 'INLT'

2 Duct 'DUCT'

3 Water Injection 'WINJ'

4 Compressor 'COMps

5 Turbine 'TURBO

6 Heat _xchanger 'HTEX'

7 Splitter eSPLT'

8 Mixer 'MIXR'

9 Nozzle 'NOZZ'

i0 Propeller ePROP' (this component known as 'LOAD'
in NNEP)

ii Shaft 'SHFT'
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"JCON_" iS a two-dimensional integer array defining the

component connectivity using the _low station

numbers. It is of the form JCONF(M,N) wheze M Is

the component numbez, and N is the variable number

as described below.

Location

1 is the primary upstream airflow station number

for flow oomponenta_ or the first oor_ponent

hooked onto a shaft, or the shaft hooked onto

a propeller.

2 is the secondary upstream station number, or

the second component hooked onto a shaft.

3 is the primary downstream station number, or

the third component hooked onto a shaft.

4 is the secondary downstream station number, or

the fourth component hooked onto a shaft.

A default engine configuration has been included in WATE-S.

Figure 20 illustrates this englne_ a two-spool turbofan with axial

single-stage fan, axi-centrlfugal HP compressor (three-stage

axlal), axial single-stage HP turbine, and axial two-stage LPT.

The default $C namellst data corresponding to this engine config-

uration are shown in Table V.
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TABL_ V. DEFAULT $C VALUBB OF POOR QUALITY

NCOMP - 17, NOSTAT - 19

Component JCONF
Number

JTYPE 1 2 3 4

1 I I 0 6 2

2 4 2 0 3 0

3 2 3 0 4 0

4 9 4 0 5 0

5 4 6 0 7 0

6 2 7 0 8 0

7 4 8 0 9 10

8 2 9 0 11 0

9 4 11 0 12 13

10 2 12 0 14 0

11 5 14 13 15 0

12 2 15 0 16 0

13 5 16 10 17 0

14 2 17 0 18 0

15 9 18 0 19 0

16 II 5 13 0 0

17 II 7 9 11 0
t
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4.1.2 Thermodynamic Input

The thermodynamic input is contained in the $T namel_,at. Zt

le preceded by a title card describing the engine being weighed or

any other description the user might desire. The thermodynamic

input fuZZy describe the properties for each glow station identi-

Eied in the configuration input. These properties inolude mas_

glow rate, total pressure, total temperature, and fuel/air ratio.

These inputs are used as component upstream glow conditions.

"WTF" is a one-dimenslonal array containing the physical

mass flow rate at each station (ibm/s).

"TOPRES" is a one-dlmenslonal array containing the total

pressure at each station (psi).

"TOTEMP" is a one-dlmenslonal array containing the total

temperature at each station (°R}.

"FAR" is a one-dimenslonal array containing the fuel�air

ratio at each station.

In addition to the above, _hree additional arrays of data are

required. These arrays were originally filled by the NNEP code In 1
J

WATE-2, however, since WATE-S is not configured with an engine !

cycle code, separate input variables were needed. !

"PERPF" is a one-dimenslonal array containin9 twelve

values which describe general performance param- 'I
eters for the engine.

Location Description

1 Inlet total flow (lbm/s)

2 gross thrust (Ibf)

3 rue1 flow (Ibm/hr)

4 net thrust

5 TSFC

61
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6 net thrust/inlet total flow

7 total inlet drag

8 total brake shaft power (hp)
9 installed thrust

10 installed TSFC

ll spillage and lip drag

12 boa,,all drag

This data is used for information purposes only, and hence, is

considered optional in WATE-S.

"DATINP" is a two-dimensional array containing several mis-

cellaneous component properties. It is of the form

DATINP(NtM) where M is the component number, and N

is the variable number as described in Table VI.

The only required inputs in this array are the

shaft gear ratios. The remainder of the inputs are

optional. The bleed fractions will be calculated

from the "WTF" array input and the Math number and

altitude are for information purposes only.

"DATOUT" is a two-dlmenslonal array containing several

other mlscellaneous component properties. It is of

the form DATOUT(N,M) where M is the component

number, and N is the variable number as described

in Table VII. The required inputs in this array

include the turbine rpm, if the turbine is not con-

nected to a compressor (free-turbine turboprop and

turboshaft engines), splitter bypass ratio, and

mixer primary and secondary flow areas. The

remainder of the array is calculated from the

"WTF", "TOPRES", TOTEMP", end "FAR" arrays, if not

input.
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4.1.3 Aeromechanical Input

The aeromechanlcal input is contained in the $W naaelist.

These variables control the aerodynamic and mechanical sizing of

the components. The following sections describe the nero-

mechanical input and give the default values where applicable.

4.1.3.1 Miscellaneous Variables

"ACCARM" is a variable that contains the value of the cen-

troid distance for the accessories component in the CG calcula-

tions. If no value is input, accessories are not included in

center-of-gravity calculations.

"DISKWI" is a variable that is used as an indicator for the

axial compressor disk weight method. (Default - i.)

0 - Do disk weight calculations using the Boeing WATE-2

method.

1 - Do disk weight calculations using the Garrett

WATE-S method.

"ACCS" is a one-dimenslonal array containing three values

which control the accessory weight calculations. (Default - 40.,

0.02, 0.i0)

ACCS(1) _ Fixed accessory weight (ibm)

ACCS(2) = Accessory weight fraction of bare engine

weight

ACCS(3) - Min_,um total accessory weight fraction
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"18CALE" is a one-dimensional integer array containing thr_e

values whioh control the engine scaling logio of the program,

(Default = 1, 3, 1)
I,

ISCALE(1) Output indicator for scaled engines,

Unsealed engine output aet by "ZOUTCD".

0 - Short form engine weight, length, and maximum

radius.

1 - Long form component weights and dimensions.

2 - Debug option.

ISCAL_(2) Number of scaling points.

ISCALE(3) Not used.

"SCALE" is a one-dimensional array containing 81x values.

The values correspond to the engine scaling factors desired. The

numbe_ of "SCALE" values must be equal to the value of ISCALE(2).

First value must always equal i. (Default = i, 0.8, 1.2, 3*0.)

"ZHT" is a integer variable to control the execution of the

component weight calculations. (Default = I)

0 - Do not dO weight calculations.

1 - Do weight calculations without the thermodynamic

parameter maximization feature of the WATE-S code.

This is used for design point paramterlc weight

analysis.

2 Do weight calculations using maximum thermodynamic

[, parameter maximization featuce.
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3 - Do weight calculation wlth airflow sa_ling without

the thermodynamic parameter maximization feature.

!---.
4 - Do weight Qalculatlon with airflow scaling using

the thermodynamic parameter maximization feature.

"IPLT" is a loglaal variable to control the gas path printer

plot option of WATE-S. (Default - T)

T - GaS path layout

F - No gas path layout

"ISZI" is a logical variable to specify the units of the $W

namelist variables. (Default - F)

T - Sl units input

F - English units input

"ISIO" is s loglcal varlable to specify the units of the

output of the weight calculatlons. (Default = F)

T - SI units output

F - English units

"IOUTCD" is an integer variable to control the amount of

output generated by the component and engine weight calculations.

(Default • 2)

0 Short form engine weight, length, and maximum

radius,

i 1 - Long fo_1.,component weights and dimensions.

2 - Debug option.
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4.1,3.2 _ength Contributing Vector

"ZL_NG" is a one-dimensional inteoer array specifying only

those components which contribute to the total additive engine

length. The component numbers are specified in the order that the

components would add in length to achieve the total engine length.

This must start with the inlet and end with the furthest down-

stream noz=le. The default "ILENG" values for the default engine

configuration illustrated in Figure 20 are:

ILENG = i, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ll, 12, 13, 14_ 15p

The default "ILENG" input does not include the bypass flow compo-

nents (COMP 2, DUCT 3, NOZ 4), reverse-flow burner (DUCT 10), or

shafts (SHFT 16, SHFT 17) since these components do not contribute

to the total engine length.

4.1.3.3 Mechanical Design Indicators

_IWMEC" is a two-dimensional integer array containing the

mechanical design indicators. It is of the form IW_4EC(N,M), where

M is the component number, and N is the variable number as

described in the following sections for each component type. The

mechanical design indicators must be specified for each component.

Table VIII illustrates the default "IWMEC" values, which are

representative of the default engine (see Figure 20).

i

i

t
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7

TABLB VIII. IWMEC DEL'_AUI,TVAI_UI_IB(See l.'Igure 20).

Component _ogBt_or
Wumbar i 2 3 4 5 6

I 'INLTt 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 'FOr 1 0 0 5 0 1

3 'DUCT' 2 0 0 0 0 0

4 tNO_l i 0 0 0 0 0

5 'FI' 1 0 1 2 0 1

6 'DUCT' 2 0 0 0 0 0

7 'LPC ° 1 0 0 0 0 3

8 'DUC_' 2 0 0 0 0 0

9 'HPC W 2 0 0 0 0 1

10 °PBUR' 1 0 0 0 0 0

II 'HPT' 0 9 9 1 0 0

12 'DUCT' 2 0 0 0 0 0

13 'LPT' 5 5 0 2 0 0

14 'DUCT' 2 0 0 0 0 0

15 'NOZ' 1 0 0 0 0 0

16 'SHAF' 1 0 0 0 0 0

17 'SHAF' 2 0 0 0 0 0

ORIGINALPA_E _%

OFPOORQUALITy
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4.1.3.3.1 Compressors

Loc____iol___ Description

1 Type of compressor being weighed

(1) 'FAN' - T_pioal fan

(2) 'PO' - Outer portion of nonrotatlng spJ.it-
tec fan

(3) 'FI' - Inner portion of nonrotating split-
ter fan

(4) 'RSFO' - Outer portion of rotating splitter
fan

(5) 'RSFI t - Inner portion of rotating splitter
fan

(6) 'LPC' - Low-pressure compressor

(7) 'HPC' - High-pressure compressor

2 This indicates if the compressor has stators or if
the compressor is a centrifugal compressor.

0 - Stator weight is not calculated

1 - Stator weight is calculated

2 - Centrifugal compressor

3 This is the indicator for 'front' frames in com-

pressors. This input may be:

0 No frame

1 - Single bearing frame without Power
Takeoff (PTO)

2 - Single bearing frame with PTO

4 - Two bearing frame, such as the frame
in front of the HPC in the JTSD _r

JTgD, which extends outward to the
fan outer case and holds two bearings
with PTO
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Location _ion

4 This is the indicator for the 'rear' frame in a

compressor

0 - No frame

1 - Single bearing frame without Power
Takeoff (PTO)

2 - Single bearing frame with PTO

4 - Two bearing frame, such as the frame
in front of the HPC in the JT8D or
JTgD, which extends outward to the
fan outer case and holds two bearings
with PTO

5 This is the component number connecting to this
component for spllt flow compressors only. If
this is the Fan Outer, the Fan Inner must be
specified. If this is the Rotating Splitter
Outer, the Inner Splitter must be specified, and
vice versa. If (-), a dummy compressor is
assumed.

6 Gearbox indicator. Input is component number of shaft,
0 for no gearbox.

7 Number of stages! if 0, will calculate number of stages
assuming equal work based on the maximum flrst-stage
pressure ratio input [DESVAL(2,M)].

4.1.3.3.2 Turbines

Location Description

1 This is the type of turbine

(8) IHPT' - High-pressure turbine

(9) 'LPT' - Low-pressure turbine

2 Indicator for turbine exit frame

0 - No frame

3 - Single bearing turbine exit frame
for large engines

5 -- Small turbine exit frame
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Location Description

3 Compressor numbe_ from which the rpm is deter-
mined; if 0, DATOUT(2,M) is used for turbine tpm

t_ (axial turbines only),

4 Component numbe_ from which the mean radius limit
for the turbine is determined. If the component
number is positive, the outlet outer dimension is
used. If negative, the inlet outer dimension is
used. If O, it will use the outlet of the feeding
component.

5 Number of stages; if 0, will calculate number of
stages assuming equal work based on turbine mean
radius limit and mean work coefficient.

6 Indicator for axial or radial turbine

0 - Axlal turbine

2 - Radial turbine

7 Not used.

4.1.3.3.3 Burners

Location Description

1 This is the type of burner being weighed

(i0) 'PBUR' - Primary burner

(ii) 'DBUR' - DUCt burner (a mean radius is speci-
fied)

(12) 'AUG' - Augmentor (no inner wall}

2 This is the indicator for frame weight, normally
only for primary burners. This frame includes a
bearing.

0 - No frame

1 - Frame

3-7 Not used.
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4.1.3.3.4 DUOt______

LOC_t!on 9escrIptlo,

1 (20) IDUCT'

2 Indicator a_ to type of duut

1 - Dummy - i.e., no weight or length

2 - Length input

3 - Length derived as in a duct uonnect-
ing a splitter and a mixer

4 - Crossover duct for centrifugal com-
pressors

3-7 Not used.

4.1.3.3.5 Shaft_____._sss

Location DescrIptlon

1 (13) ISHAF'

2 Shaft number from inner to outer.

3-7 Not used.

4.1.3.3.6 Mixers

Location Description

1 Type of mixer

(14) 'MIX' - The coannular emergence of two
streams without mechanical mixer

(15) 'FMIX' - Forced mixer, mechanical, i.e., Daisy I

lobed mixer !2 Zndlcator for primary input node

0 Engine core is inner (primary)

1 Engine core is outer (secondary)

3-7 Not used.
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4.1.3.3.7 Nozzle___s

Louation Desorlption

l (16) INOZ I

2 Nozzle type

1 - Convergent

2 - C-D variable area

3 Component number from which the nozzle inlet diam-
eter can be determined. If this diameter is taken

from the Inlet of the component, a (-) component
number must be entered. If (+), the exit station
will be used. If the previous component deter-
mines the diameter, this location may be zero.

4 Thrust reverser type

0 - None !

1 - Pan

2 - Primary

5-7 Not used.

4.1.3.3.8 Heat Exchangers

Location Description

1 (19) _HTEX I

2 Heat exchanger type

1 - Fixed tube

2 - Rotary

3 Flow Direction

1 - Parallel flow

2 - Counter flow

4-7 Hot used.
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4.1.3.3.9 Splitte_

Loaa_ion DescriPtlo_

1 (17) ISPLT'

2 0 - Inner stream is primary

1 Inner stream is not primary

3-7 Not used.

4.1.3.3.10 Annulus Invertin_ V, lve

Loca._..___t_onn Description

1 (18) 'VALV'

2 Lo_atlon of Valve

1 - Inner

2 - Outer

3 Component number of opposite duct

4 0 if fixed, 1 if movable

5-7 Not used.

4.1.3.3.11 Propellers and Propfans

Location

1 (21) IPROP'

2 Propeller type

0 - Hamilton Standard double acting, ,_
advanced technology aluminum propel-
ler.

i - Hamilton Standard double acting,
advanced technology composite propel-
ler.

2 - Hamilton Standard propfan.

3-7 Not used.
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4.1.3.4 _eromechanlcal Design Variables

"DEBVAL" is a two-dlmenslonal array containing the aero-

dynamic and mechanical design inputs. Zt is of the form

DESVAL(N,M), where M is the component number, and N is the varl- ' 1q

Iable number as described in the following sections for each com-

ponent type. The default values are stored in a separate array

(DEFAUL) which cannot be altered by program WATE-S input. A sum-

mary of these arrays is contained in Table IX. The default values

of the "DEFAUL" array are illustrated in Table X. The "DEFAUL"

array values are used when the "DESVAL" input is not specified for

a given component. Table XI contains typlcal ranges of the

"DESVAL" input variables for each component type.
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4.1.3.4.1 Comp_psso+

t Locatio__n Description

1 Compressor inlet Math number.

2 Haximum _irst-stage pressure ratio, required
if IWMEC(7,M) equals 0.

3 Compressoc inlet hub/tlp ratio.

4 Axials Blade tip solidity, ratio of blade tip chord and
blade spacing.

Centri- Number of blades. If (-), splitter weight is
£ugalz calculated.

5* Blade aspect ratio of first qtage.

6* Blade aspect ratio of last stage.

7 Compressor exit Math number.

8 Maximum compressor inlet temperature. ZERO if
design point temperature is to be used for
material selection. °R (°K)

9 Maximum compressor outlet temperature. ZERO
if desired point temperature is to be used for

i material selection. °R (°K)
i

i0 Maximum speed ratio - RPMmax/RPMde s.

11" _lade material density. _ ZERO i_ WATE-S is to
select materlal, ibm/in _ (Kg/cm _)

12 Axial: Compressor design type

i. Constant hub radius design.

2. Constant mean radius design.

3. Constant tip radius design.

Centri-

£ugal: HUblnlet/tlPexl t radius ratio.

*Not used for centrifugal compressors.
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Loo._a_io.._._n .Description

13 RPM scalar, normal input is I. - use to match
known rpm or modify tip speed oorrelatlons.

14' Temperature at which a change of mnterlal is
required. °a (°E)

15 Compressor weight scslar, input ZERO i£ no
scaling is desired.

16" Blade taper _atio.

17" Blade volume factor.

_o-_/-_ centrifugal compressors.
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4. l, 3 • 4.2 Turb._.___Ine._.

1 Turbine inlet Maah number.

2 Axial" First-etage mean work coefficient - k m = _,.
Um

! Radial: Radial turbine work coefficient - At =__J_H_/N
2

[ U t

3. Axial: Blade tip solidity, blade tip chord/blade

_ spacing.

Radial: Number of blades. If (-), splitter weight is
i calculated.

4* Blade aspect ratio of first stage.

5* Blade aspect ratio of last stage.

6 Turbine exit Mach number.

7 Disk reference _tress - 0.2-percent yield,
ibf/in2 (Newton/cm2).

8* Turbine design type

I. Constant tip radius design.

2. Constant mean radius design.

3. Constant hub radius design, i

9 Maximum speed ratio - RPMmax/RPMdesig n.

i0' Turbine control radius, inch (cm) - blank if
transferred from a component. This overrides
I_EC input if nonzero.

TN-_-_ radial turbines.
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Location Description

ii Deneit_ o£ material in turbine blades, ibm/in 3
(Eg/om ).

12' Blade volume factor.

13-14 Not used.

15 Turbine weight scalar. Input ZERO, if no scal-
ing is desired.

16' Turbine blade taper ratio.

17' Stator blade volume factor.

*Not used for _adi_l turbines.

4.1.3.4.3 Burners

L_o_catio_______n Description

1 Burner through-flow velocity, ft/s (m/s).

2 Burner airflow residency time, s.

3 Burner mean diameter, inch (¢m). If zero, diameter
is calculated to match a connecting component (see
below).

4 Component number for calculating burner reference
diameter, if other than upstream component. Not used
_yhen diameter is specified. If greater than zero,
co_necting component mean diameter is used foe burner
mean diameter. If less than zero, connecting com-

ponent outer diameter is used for burner inner diam-
eter (reverse-flow burners).

5 Number of cans for can burners.

5-14 Not used.

15 Burner weight scalar. Enter ZERO, if no scaling i_
desired.

16-17 Not used.
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r

4.1.3,4.4 D uot._s

Location Desoriptioqn

1 Duct inlet Maoh number.

2 Length to height ratio of duut, required if
IWMEC(2,M) equals 2.

3 Duct mean diameter, Inch (cm). If 0, duct diameter
is calculated to match a connecting component.

4 Component number for calculating mean duct diameter.
Not used when mean duct diameter is specified.
Enter -i, if upetream connecting component is to be
used.

5-14 Not used.

15 Welgh_ scalar. ZERO, if no scaling is desired.

16-17 Not used.

4.1.3.4.5 Shafts

LocatioT___.__/_ Descrlption

1 Shaft allowable stress, lbf/in 2 (Newton/cm2).

2 Shaft material density, Ibm/in 3 (Kg/cm3).

3 Diameter ratio of shaft, Dinner/Doutsr, not used for
outer shafts.

4-14 Not used.

15 Shaft weight scalar. ZERO if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.
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4.1.3.4.6 Mixer.._..__s

_oaation Description
r_

1 Effective_ngth-to-diameter ratio of mechanical
mixer, L/_A/_, where L is the mixer length inlet to
exit, h is the total flow area. Enter 0, if not a
mechanical (forced) mixer.

2 Number of passages (or lobes) in mixer.

3-14 Not used.

15 Weight scalar. Enter ZERO, if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.

4.1.3.4.7 Nozzle_______%ss

Logatlon Description

1 Length to diameter ratio of nozzle.

2 Bypass ratio for mixed flow nozzle for thrust
reverser weight.

3-14 Not used.

15 Weight scalar. Zero, if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.

4.1.3.4.8 Heat Exchangers

Location Descriptlon

1 Number of tubes if "Fixed" type.

2 Mach number in primary stream (cold side).

3 Math number in secondary stream (hot side).

4 Engine bypass ratio if "Rotary" type.

5 E/D for primary stream if "Fixed" type.

6 E/D for secondary stream if "Fixed" type.

7-14 Not used.

15 Weight scalar. Zero if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.
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4.1.3.4.9 er_s

i Only input if first calculated component in flow
path. Inlet Maoh number.

2 Inlet hub/tip radius ratio.

3-14 Not used.

15 Weight scalar. ZERO, if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.

4.1.3.4.10 Annulus Inverting Valve

Location Description

1 Specific length -. ratio of length to effective diam-
eter of the AIV, 5/4Av/4-_-_-_

2 Number of passages.

3 Mach number of inner passage.

4 Mach number of outer passage.

5 Hub radius in inches (cm); or component number from
which hub radius is taken; or blank, if feeding com-
ponent determines the hub radius.

6 Inner cylinder weight - ib/ft 2, (Kg/m2).

7 Outer cylinder weight - ib/ft 2, (Kg/m2).

8 Wall weight lb/ft 2, (Kg/m2).

9-14 Not used,

15 Weight scalar. ZERO, if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.
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Location DeecrIptlonn

_- 1 Design cruise Maoh number of aircraft.

2 Number of blades.

3 Activity factor.

4 Tip speed - ft/s (m/s).

5 Ratio of prop_ller shaft power to diameter squared -
hp/ft2, (KW/m').

6-14 Not used.

15 Weight scalar. Zero, if no scaling desired.

16-17 Not used.

4.1.3.5 Design Limits

"DESLIM" is a one-dimenslonal array containing the design

limits for WATE-S. Table XII describes the design limits and the

default values currently in the code. These can be changed as

desired through the namelist SW input. If these limits are

exceeded, the component weight and dimension calculations continue

and a warning message is printed out.

4.2 Pro_/am Output

The output of WATE-S is contained in three sections, coincid-

ing with the input: configuration, thermodynamic, and aeromechani-

cal. The configuration output contains the $C namelist inputs and

i a simple configuration layout. The thermodynamic output contains

i the $T namelist inputs.

The acromechanical output may be selected in either English

or SI units. The units used are presented in Table XIII. The type
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TABLE XIII. OUTPUT UNITS.

VARIABLE SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS
i Ll

Veloa Ity m/s ft/e

Temperature °K °R

Pressure N/m 2 ibf/ft 2

Area m 2 ft 2

Stress N/cm 2 Ibf/In 2

Density Eg/¢m 3 ibm/in 3

Weight Kg ibm

Length cm in

Enthalpy Joule/Kg Btu/Ibm

Power KWatt hp

Weight flow Kg/s lbm/s

Weight flow/unlt area l(g/m2s lbm/ft 2s

Radius cm in
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of uz_its in use are noted in the units section of the sero-

mechanical output. The level of output is controlled by the SW

namelist Integer variable "XOUTCD" and has three output options.

Examples of these output formats are shown in Section 4.3, Sample

Cases for two different engines.

A flow path printer plot is also available when SW namelist

logical variable "IPLT" is true. This plot is automatlcally

scaled to fit on one page of output. Examples of this option are

also contained in Section 4.3, Sample Cases.

4.3 Sample Cases

Two sample cases are included herein to illustrate the

execution and output of WATE-S. The first is a slngle-spool

turboprop and the second a low bypass-ratlo mlxed-flow turbofan.

4.3.1 Turboprop Enqlne

Figure 21 illustrates the configuration selected for the

sample turboprop test case. The engine has s single spool con-

sisting of a two-stage centrifugal compressor and three-stage

axial turbine. A reverse-flow buruer and gearbox are also

included.

Figure 22 illustrates the WATE-S input necessary to estimate

the weight and dimensions of this engine. The firs_ title card _s

followed by the configuration input contained in the $C namellst.

This engine has Ii components and Ii thermodynamic flow stations,

thus "NCOMP" and "NOSTAT" are set to Ii, The component types are

defined by the "JTYPE" array and the component connectivity is

specified by the "JCONF" array.
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OF pOOR QUAI.ITY

4,3,11 TURBOPROPENGINE SAMPLE CASE
$_
_CONhlLwNQSTATmLI,JTYPEmlwZ_4s2,_*Z, Spzpg_IopLIplO*OP
J:ON¢lZill.lt2_3e4,_ebpSegeloe11_3.10*O,
J_QNF(IoZ|Ib*OJTJ3tOpSDXO*Oj

JCOq_(Iw3i-Ze3_4_*6_8*gelOPll*OPTplO*Op
JCOMF(l,4)e4*Oo?,Xb*Oe

4,'3,1 TUeBOPR_P ENGINE SARPLE CASE
ST
WTF-_?,650Z,?,26s,390Z,T,415Z_I*?,TZL3,
T_PRESs_*I4,696*Sqo452psq,155p2_,_BO77J_48,?O_9_*14,696_
TgTENP-)*S18,688e2*BZ6*B*2*I1)S*zsg_2_6_,T_ISST*$19_Z*lS4t*50b_
_RtTtO_,IO214_3**OZ05_

P_PF(31-SS8,1,4*O,_lO00,,
SfN*)
SW

I_EC(l*3l-be_eleS*Oel_

DSSV&L(L*5|'_30*S,_,§Gl_LS*_ZeO*_o208p2*O*_I_*O*_*31B_*g69_
DESV&L_I_6)'_O***OZ2_tS*_
_ESV_L(I_?Imolgb_IeSZ3_I*O_Ze2p2*Z*,ZS_I_SOOOe_3*_|*_
OSSV_LII_IOt'*S*4,_I:O,_bOO*_le,*

Figure 22. WA_!E-S Turboprop Sample Case Input.
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Following the second title card, the thermodynamic input is

specified in the ST namellst. The mass flow rate, total pressure

and temperature, and fuel/elf ratio are _e£1ned for each flow

station. Note that the flow stations represent upstream component

conditions. The fuel flow and brake shaft horsepower are entered

in the "PERPF" array but thls data is for informative purposes

only and is not used by the WATE-S code.

The aeromechanlcal input Is next, contained in the $W name-

list. Default values ere used for all but the "ILEHG", "IWMEC",

and "DESVAL" arrays. Basically, the default values set both the

input and output units to English, turn on the weight estimation

code and printer plot option, and provide a complete debug print-

out. The length contributing vector "ILENG" does not contain DUCT

6, PROP i0, and SHFT 11 since these components do not contribute

to the total engine length.

The "IWMEC" values follow the "ILENG" array. The inlet, com-

ponent i, is not entered since inlet calculations are not per-

formed in WATE-S. Components 3 and 5 are specified as one-stage

centrifugal compressors with a front frame associated with com-

pressor 3. Component 4 is a crossover duct, IWMEC(2,4)=4 and com-

ponent 6 is a burner. The HP turbine, component 7, derives its

rpm from compressor 5, IWMEC(3,7) = 51 and is a three-stage axial

turbine, IWMEC(5,7) = 3 and IWMEC(6,7) - 0. The propeller type is

a Hamilton Standard double acting, advanced technology aluminum

propeller, IWMEC(2,10) • 0.

The "DESVAL" values follow the "IWMEC" inputs. "DEFAUL" val-

ues are used for all but the compressors, burner, turbine, and

propeller. Compressor 3 has an inlet Math number of 0.49, inlet

hub/tip radius ratio of 0.356, and exit Math number of 0,303. The

number of blades is 17 and no splitters are used. DESVAL(4,3) •

17. The design point pressure-ratlo tip-speed correlation is
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being modified 1.6 percent to match a known compressor rpm.

DI_'_th[,(_3,3)- 1.0_6. [_urne_ 6 has an airflow ve].ooi_y of 50.

LL/S, ro_ld_llcy time of 0.0)2 seconds, and a mean diameter of 15.0
inch.

TuCblne 7 has an inlet Msoh number of 0.196, a mean work ooe_-

ficlent of 1,523,and an exit Math number of 0.25. The tip solld-

ity is 1.0 and the aspect _atloe of the _i_et and last stages a_

1.2 and 2.2, respectively. A constant hub radlus design is speai-

fled, D_SVAL(8,7) • 3. The disk material is a high strength

superalloy with a reference stress of 125,000 psl.

The design cruise Math number of propeller 10 is 0.5 and th_

propeller has 4 blades. The activity £acto_ is 130. and th_ t_

speed is 600. ft/s. The propeller loading is 18. hp/_t 2,

DESVAL(5,10) = 18.

Figure 23 illustrates the complete _ebuq _ut_ut _or the tur-

boprop sample case. This includes the con£iguracion, .hern:PdT-

namlc, aeromechanical, and prlnter p_ot aection_. Figures 2_ arid

25 illustrate the long and sho_t f,_m outputs of the aero _char-

ical calculations of WATE-S.
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O_:C!H/_. PAGE13
OF P_OR QUALITY

$¢
NCDMP,|IoNDSTATmllpJTYPE_l,2,kp2,_p2pSp2#DpIU_21plO*OJ
JC3NF(Zpl|"lm2*3*4eSo6p_mQ*10*11*3_IO*O*
JC_N¢(LJ_I'b*OJT*3*G*_*LQ*O* ..............................
JCqNFfl_3)'Zplp4pSp6*B_DpIO_IIpO*7_IO*O_
JC3NF(I_4),4*O,?,16*O_
S_M 0 .................................................

4,3,1 TURBOPROP ENGINF SAHPLE CASE

CONF_GU_ATXON DATA 11 STATIONS 11 COHPO_(NTS

C_NPON_NT N_INO COMPONENT........... _P,STREAN ....... DOWNSTREAM
NU_BER TYPE , STATZONS STaTZDNS

-- 1 1 ZNLET .............. 1 ................ O, 2 0 ~
2 2 DUCT B 2 0 3 0

4 COHPRESR 3 0 4 0
.......... k ............ _ ..... _UCT B _ _ ......... 5 ............... 0 ..........

5 4 CO_PRESR S 0 6 T
6 2 DUCT R 6 0 8 0
T _ .... TURBINE ,_............ 7 ......... g 0

2 OUCT S 9 0 _O 0
q _ NQ_LE tO 0 It 0

...... 10 10 ... PRO_......... .---.1L_......... _ ..... 0 • 0
11 11 SHAFT 3 5 T 0

)
ZNLT 1

DUCT 2
3

.............. ¢0_P--.-3-- ..........

DUCT

_ONP S CO_P 5
6 T

....... OUCZ--,.-.6_-_.-.,--,TUR8 .... 7
8

TUPB T

DUCT 8
10

NOZZ_-*_ ............................
11

SHAFT (111 IS C_qqECTED TO CONP(Z) AND ¢ONP( _1 AND TURB(7) &qO

FLgure 23. WA'L'_-STurboprop Sample Case Debug Output.
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ORIGINAL,p,_;,ii'_t5
OF pOOR QUI_,LI'|'Y

sW
TL_N_=t_Zp3_4e5e?eB_DelO_Ue
TWN_C(tpZl,ZOP2_5*Op
]W_EC(le3),6tZPlo3*Oele .............................
TW_EC(t,4I-ZOP4JS*Op
lWqSC(lpSI-7_Zp4*Owl_

.IW_EC(I,6tRIO,t.$=O. ...........................
TW_EC(1pTI-epSPSpOp3pO_O,
IW_EC(lp_)-ZOpt,5*O_
;q_E¢(l_9)a16pl_5*OJ .................................................
;_qEC(l_IO)-Zlp6*OD
tWqEC(1,II)-13.1pS*Op

OESV&L(1,3I..4_,S***3SOel?t_ZSO_-e.&G3*Z*O*.*I*_O-**ZSS*I*O16p
OE_VALil, SI=.33,Se_,SbI_lSee2_O._*205_2_Oo_I**O.**318_*9_9*
DE_V&L(I*6)=SO._.Ot2_15*_
DE$VAL(I_T)..196.1.S23_l.0_I*_*2.2*.2_*125000**3**l._
OSSV_L(1,10)=,5_,_130.*bOO*_lS*P
SEND

_igu_e 23. WATE-S Turboprop Sample Case Debug Output (Contd).
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ORIGIHALpAGEiS
OFpOORqUAUTY

¢4_E Z_E_ITZFZCAT_IN 4,),1 TURBOPROP §NGtfil[ SAMPLE CASE

* GENC S *

,o(4,_,_$ttl, 2

IqAx C_NI)IT[rJNS OCCUR AT
****************************************

_LT NN VALUE
_TqT O* OeO00 14e? LBtSQ][q
TT'_T O* O*OOO 51SeT OEG R
CNZq O* O*OOO 7,7 LBISEG
****************************************
01.)¢T

H N"3 VEL T TOT P TrJT R STAT kREk GAN
,490 _t4. 5t9. '_116, LTqb, ,:)10 t.401

_OqE R_OtUS LZqIT

ST4GE 1
WOZ_K WRLD WSHRO WOZFF eL RHO

5,1 ,6 2*? 4J6 3*06 ,t34
_;_R RR_ RT[P NB UTZPC OSTR 8STR WEIGHT STAGE Z

4,0_,'J 4172_* 4,59 17 ].322*? 22263, 4517E, 5*? 29,5

I:RP.r4_ NT • 5,t0_

N ST'_ '4,EZGHT LENGTH C_NGRA Z_IEqTZA
I 11.32 4,?P E,68 Z9,5

n_J*.T
N _qQ VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT 'UREA OAR
* SO_.l _.EE* EZT*I _JSbl* 5036* *09_ 1,391

=R _1_ EP _0 TO "-IP
4,0_5 ,82t0 _g61, 827, 805*
q! _q W[ CW[

121,¢)6 1c)_,35 ?*bS 7,6_

(.**e*************_* TOTAL CO_IP NEZGHT _S 17,1

Figure 23. WATE-S Turboprop Sample Case Debug Output (Contd).
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* OF PUORQ_%LIi'Y
e s

MA_ ¢_[T|NNS _CCUR AT
Oeoee*eee*_e*eeooee*ee*

ALT _
PT1T Q* 0,000
TTqT U* 0.000

_*ecq_ssnVER OtJCTeee
L_qGTq= _,_ _IGHT= 6.I

* CEqC 5 •
t e
*_**e****e**2

HAX CONO|T|nNS OCCUR AT

_LT qN VALUE
RT_T O* O*OO0 5q,2 LRISOtN
TT_T O, 0.000 E26*0 OEg R
CWIN O, O,_O0 2,4 L_/SE¢

OUCT
M N_ VEL T TqT _ TOT _ ETAT AREA _AN
*300 4_8, 827,. 8518, BOO6* _09q _392

***** RECALCULATE UPSTREAH OUCT CONO[TIONS, SPEC_F_EO RPH
_UCT

NO VEL T TOT _ TOT P STAT AREA GA_
*_O? _T, OZT* B518, Tg82* *og? l*_g_

qOR_ _An[lJ$ LZ_IT

STAGE 1
_OZSK _qL_ _SHRO MR|FF CL RHO

O.O ._ 1.2 4*2 A*_6 *_3R
$0_ RPq RTIP _ UTTPC _STR RSTR _EIG_T STAGE l

_,5_4 _72_ 4*50 15 1106,5 _1462. _0691* Be4 2607

N STG _E|_HT LENGTH CENGRA XNERTIA
1 1_.01 6,_4 _.3_ 2b*?

OtJ:T
N_ VEL T TqT P TOT P STIT AREA GAq

,_0_ 3_q* 11_ 22436* 217_3, *062 L*_?2

_R _q EF P_ TO _
2,63_ ,_2_7 _2_36, 1135, _29.

_l _0 _l C_I

*****,**********te* TOTAL COco _EIGqT 15 14,0

Figure 23. WATE-S Turboprop Sample Case Debug Output [Contd).
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ORIWHALpA&Z |g
OF pOORQUALITY* HaT T m

e •
•oeeee•e*eeez

ALT qN VALtJE
PT_T O* U*OOO LA_*7 LSISgrN
TT_T O* O*OOQ 2465*? DEE A
¢_UT O* 0,000 IE*_ LOlSEC

OUCT
N Nq V_L T TqT P TOT P $TAT AREA QA_
*lq6 Aq_* _A6A* !1419, lOaOT* ,101 1,I00

UTIOqAX ST•(SS OEN _GHTtA TR NIT
_EZE*4 3Za_q* .2_6 *ZOZ 1,00 080_

T_qTqE ? HEC_AN|CAL DESigN
_IT N STG _ WqK C AREA

,_0_ 1.0 I*SE_ *101
_IT RT[P _HUR _EL H qPq MAXRP_ TORE

1_23,_ _,6_ 2.93 2_0*_ _L?EBe 417_8. 41EB*

STAGE 1
OrS< _L_E V_E H_ ¢_SE AR

_.7 .4 ._ 1.4 1*0 1,_0
SoR OEL 4 _AC4 AR_A R HU_ R t|# HS UT[_AX STR _EZGHT LEngTH STG

Z*_SO _.1 *lqb .101 _*qS _*_S _S _32_*4 _8_qe ?cOb _e_ _gl

_T_
O|SK _LA_E V_E H_O CASE AR

$o_ OEL _ _C4 ARER R HU_ R T|P _ UT_qAX STR _E_GHT LENGTH STG Z

_LAOE RO_T _TRES5 ZS 55081,T _ES LZHZT ZS 50000,0
*q_TRES_ _S T_ t_GH REO_CE SHAFT $REEO _R _MCREASE EX|T MACH MUMQER**
_*T_ RE.R ,2_4 *LTO _*g_ 4*04 _8 1_T_,6 _508_* 9,E1 _*6q _6,

ST_E
_ qL_E VA_E q_O CASE AR

SDR OEL _ flAC_ AREA R MUR R TZP N_ UTtPMAX STR _E|_HT LENGTH 5TG

**•* _ARqiq_ _LL_|N_ STAGE OES_ L_ZT EXCEEDED ***_*
8_&nfi R_qT _TeE_S IS 101?Yo,g OES LI_T I$ 50000,0
*R_TqESS _5 TOO 4%GH REOUCE SHAFT $REEO OR |_CREASE EXiT MACH NUHSER•*
2.4R_ •E*_ *23_ 03_4 2.g3 4.7g 3_ l?_A*E_O1Tgg* 15.64 E*_q 4g*

ST_ LEq_TH dEZGHT CENGRA _NERT|A
3 5,_0 53*A_ 4*g _*

OUST
q_ V_L T T_T P T_T • STAT AREA _A_

*ZSO 4h9. 1_7, 2116. _03g*. *666 1,_3_

OR TR 40 EF _Q TO T_*L
lO*ll; 1._03 .86_3 'lt16*_ ISE_*I 15_7._

_ 4 _UT ANOZ FL_ 4R

Figure 23, WATE-S Turboprop Sample Case Debug Outpt_t(Contd),
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eeoeeeeeeee*seeeoee TOTAL TUnS WE|GHT |S EI,4

ii+D*llilii$il

o •

* * OF POOR QIJALI|yo,ese,eoeeee*2

_AN CqNOtT|nNS OCCUR AT
do*Sill*m,lOOSeS*IS*****

A_T qN
PT_T O* OeO00
TTgT O* 0.©00
***********************
R_" _,30 RT, E*57 LENGm |.27
AREA* *44G RHOn *2Oh

CAS WT |NC WT WTOT
1.14 e67 Z*DL

* NOZ 9 *

MAX CONO|TZONS OCCUR AT
***********************

ALT _N
IT_T O* O*OOO
TTOT _, 00000
***********************
VEtGHT" 3*50 LENGTHm 11.15 TR WTI 0000

*•******•••**

MAX CnMOZTI[ON$ OCCUR AT

ALT qM VALUE
_'TI1T re O,OO0 155,0 LBtSQL_
YyrJT O* 0,000 1135.3 DES R
CW[N O* 0*000 1.0 LqlSEC

qI_t s_'_UT LENGTH HAC_I dS_EC
, b,_a _1.08 ?,20 ,0EL E*507

CAS WT LZN WT NOZ WT |qC liT FRAI_E WTOT
, '_.5 11, E to4 40? 5_1,:m 02,0

l ••Q015_1_1111•

* p_r3• 10 *

I" ' '
_A_ CONtrITiONS. OCCUR _T

Figure 23. HATE-S Turboprop Sample Case Debug Output (Contd).
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CASE I_E_TI_ICAYI_ 4,3,2 TUR_QPRg? ENGINE SAMPLE CASE

)
_EYGHT _NPUT OAT_ |N ENGL U_ITS
WEIghT OUTPUT .fl_TA IN ENGL UNITS

Cqq_ WT C_qP ACCU UPSTRE_ RkOZUS DO_NSTRE&_ R4DZUS
q_ ssr LEN LEN RI RQ _I RO RI RO q[ Rq NST_GE

2 *_ Z*4 3*4 O*O _.4 O,O O,O O*O _*A 0.0 OzO 0
3 17.1 A*? S.I 1.2 3t_ O*O 0.0 1._ 4*6 0o0 0.0 1
4 _,_ Z*_ 11.0 4.6 ?,$ O*O O,O 4.6 ?.3 0.0 O*O O

14.0 A*_ 15.4 1.4 2.5 O_O O*O 104 4._ b*O O*O 1
6 t2.0 702 22.b 6*9 _*L O*O O,O 6,9 6,1 O.O O,O O
? 53*4 6*_ 21.? Log 3o6 OeO O*O 2*9 6:2 OmO 0._ 3

t*_ E,3 23.9 3.3 5.6 O*O 0.0 3e_ 5,6 0,0 O,O O
3,5 tL,l 3_,1 O,O _,6 0.0 0,0 OoO _,0 0,0 O,O 0

LT _.5 3,0 1_.4 1,2 _.! l*4 E*_ O_O 0.0 0.0 O*O 0

q_qE E_INE _EIGHT * 1?6._ T_TkL ENGINE LENGTH • 3501
_¢_ESS_RY WEIGHT • 38*5 NAX|_UH RAOIUS • 801
_AT E_CH dEIGHT _ O*O CENTER _F GRAVZTY • 8.1

EX4AUST 5YST_ WT * S,_
GE4R_flX '_E[GHT • _4._ =ROPELLER WEIGHT • 1_qoo

T1T4L E_G[NE _E[GHT • 433*4

Figure 23. WATE-S Turboprop Sample Case Debug Output (Cont(_),
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OF POOH QU/_U1Y I

I

/

L,t _

_. g ,o !

J ,-, _

B _: m

&
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ORIGINAL_'*_,Q._I_:.;
OF POORQUALIYY

(iA|i [DEN'|IFI_AII_N A,I,L YUREQPnOP riNG|Hi |ANPLi CEil

WEIGHT |NPUT OntA XN 6NOL UNITE
H||OHT OUTPUT DATA |N INGj- UNITS

¢ONP liT CQRP ACCU UPSTREAN RAO|US OOIINSTREARRADIUS
NO E|T LIN LEN nl RO R| RO R| nO R| nO NSTA_

a *b 3._ JR4 O*O lea 0.0 0.0 OeO JR4 0*0 geO
E I?*L 4*7 8.1 _'2 |*J O*O O*g 1.2 4*6 O*O O*G 1
4 6*L 2*9 1_.0 4*6 TeE O*O 0*0 406 Tl_ 0.0 O*O
9 A4,0 4,J _S,A t*4 a*E OoO g*O _04 4*B g*_, d*g 1
0 8|*0 70| |206 6,9 G*i, G,O O*O 6,9 0._, 0.0 O*O (;
7 SEe4 6.9 21.? i.9 So6 Be0 g*o |*Y be2 g*6 ODD -:
8 _00 E*| 22.9 2*9 506 O*O 0.0 RoB J*6 O*O O*O C
9 2*5 IJ.,I ES*Z g*O 5*6 D,O 0*_ G*O E*G D*g O*O _*

1_ _,S O*O 15,4 _.8 _,3 1.4 RoE g,g geg O*O 'god (

BARE ENGINE NE|;HT • 1?60_ TOTAL ENGINE LENGTH • ED*I
ACCESSORYHEIGHT • |0*5 qAxINUN RAOIUS • 8,1
NEAT EX¢fl hEIGHT • G*O CENTER OF GRAVITY • 001

EXHAUST SYSTEN WT • 3*5
GEARBOXHEIGHT • 214,9 PR_PFLLER HEIGHT • ISOeu

TOTAL ENGINE IEIG_IT • 4B_.4

_'Igure 24. WAT_-S Turboprop Sample Case Long output,

CASE IOENTIFICATION 4,B,1 TURBOPROPENGINE SANPLF CASF

NEIG*fT INPUT BITA IN ENGI. UNITS
VEIG_T OUTPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS

BARE ENGINE N§iGHT • 176,5 TOTAL ENGINE LENGTH • BB,I
ACCESSORYUEIGNT • ._e•5 NAXINUN RAO|US • (hit
NEAT EXCH NEtG;tT • Dog CENTER OF GRA_fZTY " 001

EXHAUST STSTEN _T _ 3,5
GEARBOX WEIGHT _' E_Aog PR,_PELLBRHEIGHT • _SOtQ

TOTAL ENGINE HEIGHT • 4S3,4

1;'iguro 25, WATi_-S Turboprop Sample Case Short Output.
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4,3,2 Turbofan Engine

Figure 26 illustrates the configuration o_ the sample turbo-

_.- fan test ease. The engine has two spools, The low-pressure spool

! oonslsts of a two-stage axial fan, T-sta_e, and two-stage axial

i low-presure turbine. The high-pressure spool oonsists of a
single-stage centri_ugal compressor driven by a single-s_age axial

h|_h-pressure turbine. The engine has s reverse-_low _urner and a

mlxer-oompound exhaust system.

Figure 27 illustrates the input requi_ed to estimate the

weight of this engine. The first title card is followed by the

configuration input, namelist $C. This engine configuration is

nearly identical to the default and requires few changes. _ompo-

nent 15 is a mixer instead of a nozzle, and shaft 16 acntains _e

fen, T-stage, and LP turbine.

Following the second title card, the _ner_>_ynamic input ;s

specified in the ST namellst. The mass f!aw rate, total pressure

and temperature, and fuel/alr ratio are specified for each sis.

tlon. The thrust and fuel flow are entered in the "PERPF" array,

but these are :ptlonal inputs and are not required for executlon.

However, the mixar flow areas, DATOUT(I,15) and DATOUT(2,15) _re

required and must be input for the mixer welgnt and dimension cal-

culations.

The aeromechanical inputs are next, and are contained in the

SW namelist. Default values have been used for most of the

"XWMEC" a[ra¥ since the sample turbofan configuration is so close

to the default configuration. However, IWMEC(7,2) end IWMEC(7,5)

are set equal to 2 for the two-stage fan, and IWMEC{7,7) is set

equal to 1 for the slngle-stage t-stage LP compressor. & two-

stage LP turbine is input, IWMEC(5,13) • 2 and component 15 is

specified as a forced mixer.
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OF POORQUALITY

A,l|*2 TURBOFANENGINE SANPL| CASE
B:
4TYP|(ISI-8, !
JCONF(ZT_II-9*JCONF(IE,2|eE,T*II,JCONF.(16,EisIB_O_
SEND

4,S,: TURBOFAN ENG|NE SANPLECASE

f' ST
WYFel?*l16elel?Bp|*B*lllo|e9*OO?pl*g6gp*O|O_l*g69pl*?BBw*l_OpletE_m
EeBeOlOJBOBoLBAJ

i. TOPAESel%e696_lE,l_SjABeEB?p420178jL%eG96plOelABs|eABeS]lJZe_OetTOOt
SE*193jEeBIOebQ%jEQB*269JIOA*SEOJIOE*IEBJAOvOETJAO*426JET*34?J
TOTENPeJlO,T_E62,Bp?BIoB, ZeTB6,6_SSZo;SpEe?_g,OwEeOE?,6_|eIlBBo_pES?Bo?p
2077*.lJEO?loB*L69%oA*2*168?*?s
PARmlleo*:e*O192*eOlgEpoOlgZ_oOZBlp*OlOOp*O_OBw
PERPP(|)*691*2_BIB*91
OkTIqPlSJl)le6SP
DiTOUT(X_IBIeSI*!OO_IGoSB_
SENO

|_NEC(t,?teb_l_AeO,l,
I_NEC(ZJ23|eBJS_B_lZ,_JOJOJ
Z_REC(I, IS|*_S,6eO,
DESVAL(IJ_JeeSb_I*?_*4_leBe|*eI*B_*4|IO*_OeeI*sO*e|*_*96B_
OESVAL(LJBJee%p|OeJOeJo_*_
OESVAL(IJBieoS6plo?_o%JEeB*EeJL,Sjo4]*O*JOeeI*jOoJlef*96Bo
OESVAL¢I_TIoeABJloTJeO_IeSplo.S_I,_Jo_O_Oo*O,,_Ie_OeJ_,_eB61*
BESVAL(I*BIne4_%,jO,_-L,_
OESVAL(I_9)ee42*AoI_o59p_OopZeOo*o;9_ZeOo_Io*Oo**$T_*9?_"
OES_AL(_)_O|ISSo_oOOBIOJJe_eF
OESVAL(IpII|eolbJle24pls6J_elo_eBIpZESOOOoJEo_I*p
OESVAL(LJIEJo*_*So*O,)*I**
O|SVALf1_IBIe,ES*IoE_I,6_l,S_Z,O_oBI*IESO00,_I**I,*
OESVALII*I_tu*_*8,_I_*O**
SENO

Figure 27. WATE-S Turbofan Sample Case Input. I
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The "DRSVAL" values follow the "IWMRC" inputs. In this caae,

_ most "DESVAL" values are speolfled, the "DEFAUL" values used for

_ , _,; _ , _.,_ (,Jom2,)nent 4), intercompressors duct (compo-

nent 6}, turbine exit duct (Qomponent 14}, and shafts (compo-

nents 16 and 17). The fan, (components2 and 5) has an inlet Math

number of 0.56, inlet hub/tip radius ratio of 0.4, and exit Math

number of 0°43. The tip solldity is 1.5 and the first and last

stage aspect ratios are 2.0 and 1.5, respectively. The fan util-

Izee a constant tip radius design mode, DESVAL(12,2) -3°; and a

3.5 percent scalar is applied to the deslgn-po_nt pressure-ratio

corrected tip-speed correlatlon, DESVAL(13,2) = 0.965. The inter-

compressor duct, component 8, has an inlet Mach number of 0.4 and

a length-to-helght ratio of 4.0. The inlet mean radius is deter-

mined from the upstream component, LP compressor 7. The burner

through-flow velocity is 55. ft/Q and a burner residency time of

0.008 seconds is specified. The inner diameter of the burner is

specified as the outer diameter of component 9, the HP turbine

(DESVAL(4,10) = -9_). This is how reverse-flow burners are

handled when the mean diameter is not known.

The HP turbine, component II, has an inlet Maoh number of

0.16, turbine mean work coefficient of 1.24, and an exit Mach num-

ber of 0.31. The tlp solidlty is 1.6 and the aspect ratio is 1.2.

A disk reference stress of 125,000 psi is specified, DESVAL(7,11)

= 125,000. The forced mixer has a length to hydraulic diameter

ratio of 0.8 and has 8 lobes.

Figure 28 illustrates the complete debug output for the tur-

bofan sample case. This includes the configuration, thermody-

namic, aeromechanical, and printer plot sections.
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$¢ OF' PO_l_ _L;,h.II Ydl_Pk(15l-_;
dC_hl_(IT_l)'_pd_£hFCl_,2)u_JTwgIpJC_NF(l_p_t'13wO_

%3.+ TU_MQFAh EKG|KE $A_PL+ CASE

• ¢_hF|GUkATICh O_TA 14 STAT_nNS 1? CGMPGflEh_$

C_PUKEKI fl_|KC CLPFOhENT _PSTRFA_ DGWN$1RLAM
_UFdE_ 1YP[ STAT_flHS STATIONS

1 1 IhLET 1 0 6 2
2 _ COPPRESR 2 0 3 0

2 OUCT B _ 0 _ 0
| 4 _ FCZZLE _ 0 S ©

_ C_PRESE e 0 ?
2 OUC1 B ? O' _ 0

? 4 CDPPNESR O O g IO
6 2 O_¢T b 9 0 11 0

_ C_RE$_ 11 0 _2 13
1_ 2 OuCT S 12 0 1_ 0
II _ TURDI_L I_ 13 15 ¢
*l_ 2 _LCT B I_ 0 16 @
1_ 5 TLPBINE 1_ tO IT 0
14 2 DLC1 S 11 0 10 G
1_ _ _lXEk 15 _ lg 0

1? 11 S_AFI 9 II 0 O

¢|hLT 2) ¢_NLT |)
6

T
<DUCT 6) <DUCT _)

8 4

10 g
cTu_o 13 ) (OUCT O)

_CCMP g) ¢COMP g)
12 15

cObOl lO ) <_UR6 11 s
1.

CTURB 11 _
ID

cDUCT 12)
16

<T_ke 13)
17

• uUCT 1. )
16

_nlXR IS)

SHAFt 1151 IS COKSLCItO TO C_PI D) .H_ COS+l 11 _hO 1_R6113| A5¢
S_AF1 |17) IS ¢OKEE_TE_ TO CO_P(g) _qP TUEBlll) AhO
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OF pOORQUALI3Y
Ib

li
I,I

B_

" 8
4.1

G, ,4,_ • ,I
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ORIGII'_ALI ,._,:.. {'j
OF. POOl] QUALiTy

laOJlOgO

W_WW

W _ _ iv M _i Bi

-_ j.JJ.j .j *j.j *JjJJ

Iliillilllillllllll _I *

U

Ililllllllllllllll _l

li*ll*

; m. m--m.*o* u*o. = _ =

r

iilllliliitllitilil itlllltlllillllll _ i_
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ORIGI_,!ALPP_C_;;'_t""
OF POOR QUALITV

Sb
;kPEC(ls2)-ZPIpZwC_SpCp2_
|b_EC(I_5)=3_l,2,C_2_C_2_
ZkPE¢(lp?|*6_I*4_C_I_

'|krS¢(l,13)=9_5_5_12_2_0_0_
]kMEC(l*l_)-IS_61¢p

CESVAL(I_3J',4p3¢e*O,*-Iep

ii ¢LSYAL(I_11)'o16_l.24_l*_2_l*2*o31pt2_CO0**2,_l,_ ...........

IL_D

_'_gure 28. WATE-S Turbofan Sample Case Output (Contd).
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CASE IDENTZF|CATICN 4,3,2 TURBQFAN fNGZNF SA_PLE CASE

_llllilliiliU

* * OF POOR QUALITY
QIIoeeO*eom*2
OLCT

P NO _EL T TO] P TOT P STAT At_A DAN
*S6O 621e 363* IDLE* 2222* *379 Z*600

LlZFPAX STRESS DEK WGHTIA TR HIT
[_DE*2 _]TG_o 02_ 0300 _ebO e60_

CCMPRLSSDR 3 NECHAN|CAL DES|GN

LDADING N STG DEA_ U TIP ¢ RPN C _eN NAX RPN
1.181 GaD 90C9 23E702 94042* _t_560 _4842,

FFANE kT • 2%$4

STAGE 2
kO WB _S kh N¢ GL RHGG QHOD AR
1.0 X*b 2*6 C,O 2*6 3*2 016B 0168 2*00

SPR DEL H HACH AR_A A HUB R T|e NS UTIeMAX STR MEXGHT 1IN TNAX STG I

lee* kAANZNG FCLL(wING STAGE DESIGN LZNZT _XC_PEO *el*e
$1AOE WO_s GUEFFICIkNT 25 1.1e DES LT_TT tS ,qO
*4STAGE dGRK GCEFFZDZENT TO HSGHe ADO STAGES OR |NGREASE HIT |NPLT**
1,_92 2202 .5_¢ *375 1DEE 4*3S _2 230201 3STeeD ToE |el, $63* 22*

STAGE 2
kO MB NS kN NC ¢L R_UB g_O AR
3.1 .9 .9 *9 2*2 2*? .160 g160 1.S0

$Pfl _EL H MAGH AREA R H_B _ TSP N_ UTZSeAX STR NEEGHT TIN TMAX STG Z
1*497 2212 149S *279 2*80 4,5S 96 2582*1 25643* 7.9 654* 6Sh 20*

h STG _EXGHT LENGTH ¢E_GRA ZNERT|A
2 2D,k6 7.3G 3.06 21._

D_¢T
P NO _EL T TOT P TOT P STAT A_A GAP
*430 5641 T46. 6269* 552_* *719 1.19_

PR AD EF PL TO HP
_.3G_ 08690 _2e9. 746. 1117*

HZ HG kl C_
Z34.47 I?Bo+G X?*+O 13000

eoeeee,_*eeeeeoeo4ee TGTAL CONP NEIGHT IS !)O,S

t *
• DI_CT 6 *
I *
ll*e**e_**_* 2

/qA]_ ¢C*hO|T|ONS *I'CCUI_ AT
el ll*Qe_elloq, leeeo 4el,e_

ALT ?_
PICT D* .6-_C
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4eoeoeeeoeo,_

e _PC ? *

eooooooooeeo2

PJX CGSDXTZONS OCCUR AT
eoe6*eeoeeo,eoe**oqe48e,eeoeoeeeeeoeoooe

ALT PN VALU_
PTOT ©* .6_0 43e3 LDOSOrN
TTCT O* *630 ?3%6 ©LG R
CkZfl C* *630 306 LOI_C
e_,ee***_eeeoeo*o_e_*eeoi*_e_eee*_******
6LCT

P NO VEL T TOT P TOT p STMT AqEA GaP
• 430 962, 740, 6260, 5523, ,110 1,39_

eeeee RECALCULATE UFSTflEAH OUCT COHDITfQNSp 3P_¢IFZBD RPH
CLCT

P NO V§L T TOT P TOT P STAT A_FA GAR
,435 5660 T40, 62_. 3508* *110 1*399

LTIP_AX STRESS OEh WGHTIA TR HIT
123504 120010 ,168 ,134 1*20 *800

CCRPRESSO_ ? MECHANICAL DES|Oh

LCADZNG N STG ClAN U TIP C _Dp C _mM RAX _PM
.9C7 1*0 ?*4? 950*7 348_1, 29173* 34841*

STJG£ 1
kO WO WS WN HC CL RHO6 PHO0" AP
104 *3 .3 1.1 .O 1.2 0160 0166 1*30

5PR D_L H _ACH AREA R HU6 R TIP PA UTIP_AX STR kEIGHT Tiff TPAX STG I

e_ee bAPN_hG FQLLCk|N6 STAGE D_SIGf LIP_T f_CE_|O eeoc,
STAGE bORK OCEFF|C|_NT I$ *91 _[$ L_PT? TS *qC
_eSTA6_ WOFK ¢OEFFLCIENT TO HZGH_ AOO SYiGE_ OR INCREASE HIT INPUTee
10390 10,9 *435 ,110 Z*_9 9,73 ?0 t13_04 126e6. 900 7*00 140, 9*

" 5 STG _E_G_T L_NGTH OEhG_A _NERTIA3079 1027 1,17 OeP

OLCT
P NO V_L T TO7 P TOT P $TAT A_FI GAM
0400 DSO. e16. 6_64. 79|6. .0_1 1.1qi

PR AD _F PC 70 HP
1,350 *bSqZ @464, 616. _410

HI HO _I OWl
177,_¢ 1q6*10 _*C1 3.63

teeeeeeeeee.eee,eeo TOTAl. COI_P hEIGHT t$ _.9

_iguce 28, W&T_/-S _ucbo[an Sample Ca_e Output (Contd).
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.**.,o*,*,, Of pO0'_ QUALI'IY
O m

O •
**o*ooome*o*E

_J_ CCh_T|_NS O¢CU_ AT
i_iOQltiOilOOOOiilliiQi

ALT _N
PlOT 0, ,b_O
TTCT C* ,G_¢

n_o SuE*RTo E,BO£ENGe Z**q
AEEA* ,091 E)l_* ,16E

CAS_T X_¢kT WTOT
o4b e4O ,BE

QqlJieeeeeeeeDe
e *
O OI:EC 9 *
Q *
oooO*o*olo_*2

RA)_ criI*,OITIONS OCCUR AT
e IGOI i mGB,G$4* t 4G eleo $**Ooo_o000QG$OGG OQ

ALT Rh VALUE
PTOT 0* *GSC ge*E LBI_Q|N
11OT 0, ,bEE O].T*b OEG g
CkZH O* ,6S0 E*8 L|ISE¢
411iili_iiililill ii $411_ililiiliillIilii

P NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA SAN
• AEO .*TTo BIG* 8380* ?4E8, • °OEe 1,$91

STAGE I BLADE STRESS EXOEEOS ALLOWAELE* STRESS * 9tO_g* ALLO_AOLE ° 4614E*

STAGE , 1
EEZSK _ELO kSHR9 _OZFR Ct _HO

502 ' O Ib i_ SoO _i_G o_ 6

SPP RRI_ RTZP NO UTIPC O_TR OSTfl kESGHT STAGE I
5,3._ 61iGgO* EeST _0 IE45*6 4a)6OEe _)].Ogg° .aGoG 14,4

E ETG dE_GHT LENGTE ¢k:NGRA ZHERTT_

CI"CT 1 q,t6 BeE4 E*_I4 14°4 1
P NO ¥EL T TOT P TOT P sTAT AREA GAM
• 190 341, 13Q6_ 44740* 4366|* ,OA_ _o3_6

FR An EF PG TO HI;
•.*33% , t_201 44T40° l_lgb ° 164q*

H| HE _Z C_][
iqE,IC $41,T0 ee_;T ,?.,64

iliiiil*i**i*iitlli Tr, TAL CC,I_P kE|GflT ZS 9,6

• HPT 11 *

Figure 28. WATE-S Tucbofan Sample Case Output (Contd).
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RJ_ ¢c_olfx_s Q¢¢UR Ar OF POOH QtIAI.,II7
OQI*O_II*eOBie*OIQOI*moeOe_OoOmI*I**OQO_

ALY nN ¥ALU!
P10l b* .610 lil*l LIIIR|N

•1 ?1Of O* .650 IS?t*? OEG PCbCU? G*' ,_DO aid L_lSg¢

AIOIIIUtOU_IIIU_llSQtlOIIIBII*III_OIIOI©LCT
t P NO V_L 1 TGT P TUT P STAT AR|A GAm

I *]60 38|, _b_* 42_1* _Z244. sO?8 |*299
: LTIPPAX |TRIES 06N WS_TIA ?R , _1?

[ 1_RBIhi _1 R_C_Afl|CAL 8ESXGH
HIT _ STG _ _R_ ¢ AFEA

*O3S _lO _*_40 *076

• t? RTIP _HUO OEL H h_ NAXRFP TORG

SIAG£
CXSK _LAOE VA_E HHD ¢AS6 6R

_*O .4 .6 1.0 *? X*20
SPR DEL H HA¢_ AREA R HUE R ?|P _ UTtm_AX STR NEXGHT LEflGTH STG |

eete k_Xfl6 FGLLC_XEG STA_§ OESXGfl LXHIT EXCE_OEO _ot*

**STRESS XS TGG HIGH _ESUCE SHAFT SPEEO OR ZNCREA_| [XXT _ACH NbRI§ROe
|,_0¢ 247,4 ,26C ,0?6 _,o_ 3,30 73 208_,6 _7268, ?,sT 2,_© ||,

STG LkHGTH _kXGHl ¢EHGRA |flERTIA
1,_0 ?*6? 1.2 2_*

_CCT
P NO VEL Y TGT P TOT P STAT AREA GAR

FR TR _O EF P8 TO TO, I
2._3 L.242 .89_ _0_2.3 20?7ol _0??,_
P lfl H OUT A_Z FLO_ HP

¢*o**e_ee_mee*e_e*e T_TAL ?UR8 bE|GHT TS ?iT

4_oeeeoet_ee_
e
• OUCT 12 •

iltto'eleetet2

_X CC_DXTIDN$ _¢CU_ AT
IImlIIIIIIIOIIIUIIIUlIO

ALT RN
PTOT O* ,_5Q
1ICY ¢* .65¢

R_m 2*76 ATe ]040 LENGm Eta2

CAS kT |_¢ VT _TOT
*_ *70 1.73

_i_ure 28. WAT_-S Tucbofan Sample Case Output (Contd),
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[
ih:

OHIGIH_Li'_&6__
OF pOORQUALITY

e $
e _T IS e

' •11111t00$$10 I

_AN CGhG|TZONS OCCURAT
_* $11iiO_UOmo*OlOOOleOJlOO$$$Ii$iiSBiOOSf$

ALT _N VALU!
PTCT O* .6_0 102.1 L|OSO|N
TICT ©* _6DC aO?l*S OiG R
CkCUT O* ,BSC Q*C LBISfC
ee*$$*$$ee$$e$$$e$e,$e,0ee$em$$$$$e$$$ei
CLCT
P NO VtL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA QAN
• E|O 49S, 20TEe 147@6o 142C60 e140 lest|

_TlP_kX STRESS DiN NGHTIA TR NIT
1196.4 S|?S?, .2B6 .26E 1.00 *?_4

I_RBIhi 13 N[ChANZCAL O|SZGN
HIT N STG P ARK C Ak_A

• T64 2.0 Z*ECC .140
UT RTZP RHbE OEL _ QPN HAMRR_ TORG

1196.4 3.93 3001 106.0 34041e 36_41, 24620

STAGE 1
£|SK BLAG_ ¥&hE HNO CASE AR

|,6 2.2 1.4 1.| 1.1 1._0
SPR DBL M NAC_ AREA R HUB R TzP NS UTt_NAX STR NE|GHT LENGTH STG Z

1,$49 S|,4 *ESC .14G 3001 3,9S 6_ 1196** SITSt* e,90 _.60 2e,

SIABE E
ClSK ELADE VANE HWD CASE AR

E*O l*T 1._ 1.2 1,1 2,00
SPR OEL H HkCh ARkA R HbB R TIP N_ UTZ_NRX STR NESGHT LENGTH STG S

IeBEE $3,4 ,ETC *lTe 2*TC 2*9_ 66 1196.4 403S2. O*SO 1.59 26.

FPANE NT • IE.50

h STG LENGTH kEtGHT CENGRA |NERTI[A
E 3o_e 30*29 S*O 52*

CLCT
P KO ¥EL T TOT P I'OT P STAT AOEA GiN
,|lO B04, 16940 SBBI* S_EO, 0P44 1,_.127

FR TR AO EF PO TO Y_*t
2.501 1.*_.ZS .9143 .*)660*5 1_94** 1694* 4
h ZN H OUT ahO,t FLGN HP

SSB*E9 429,D3 *_;42 9.01 1SBL*

ee, ee_mee$oee'eeSee$4$ TOTAL TUNS liEZGHT Yq; _0*$

$*$eeeeeq,$ee$
$ $
e OUCT L_ $
$ e
$$$$$$$$055*E

PA_ CthUlTlO_S _JCCURAT
$$055 $$mp_mo_*$_e$$$q$e*05

l,'igut'e28. WATE-S Turbofan Sample Case Output (Contd).
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J_LA* *11_ PMO* *1_6
¢A$ _T Ih¢ _T WTOT

4* _ 90_e _098

ORIGINALPAQ_ 119
ooqeee*e**_*_ OF POORQUALriY

e NOZ 4 t

QqO*4q_***_*2

HA_ C_h01T|ONS DCCU_ A1

ALT _N
PTOT Oo .65C
11CT 00 065¢
OQO**4_Q*OO**O@*_qiO*SQ
kEIGHT= 9.16 LEhGTHa 90_0 TR WT= 0.00

O
@ S_F 16 *
e ,
OOO_*O****_* 2

MJ_ TORQUE CDHDITOOh

ICRQUE
_05,2

SHAFT 16
DO DZ LENG ON _T
• 95 *76 12006 *84 ,8?

1CTAL IN_KIIA _F 1H|S SPOOL IS _o

eeee,e_e*****

e SHAF 17 *
e *

p_t TCRGUE CUhOITIO_
OoOeteoo*uoeee_e*eo_s**

1CRONE

_***e,e,e_,eqoooe*eteo
SFAFT 1?

DO £I LEhG Oh kT
1.91 1.25 902e _*21 *10

1CTAL INERIIA OF THIS SPOOL IS _1.
T_E Oh VALUb OF Z011 FILLION IS HIGH

Figu_u 28. WATE-S Turbofan Sample Case Output (Contd).
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r_

***,,,***,,,,**,,, OF PUOI_ QUAI.I(Y

ACeSWT e
O u
Qle*q*IIgOl*

JCC$ WT* 31.61

C_SE IOENT|FLCAT|CN 4,3,Z'TUR6OFAN CNGIN_ SAFPL| CASE

k_IG_T IhPUT [AT_ |N [bGL UNZT$
k[IGHT GUlPUT DATA IN ENGL _NIT$

CLPP kT ¢¢MP ACCU UPSTR|AP OAOZU$ DGMHSTR|A_ RAO|U$
h© _$T Ll_ LEh R| RC PZ _0 _Z RG RZ _0 NSTAGE

2 _5.1 ?.4 T*4 3*5 4.5 OeO 0.0 4.0 4*5 GoO GeO C
3 _04 26*7 26el 3lq 4*5 OeO 0*0 _*g _e_ C*O (*C C
4 3*2 gel 35*2 OeO 4*_ OeO 0.0 O*O 4*1 0*0 OeC ¢

25.3 7._ 7._ Z*8 30_ 0*0 0.0 3*2 4*G ¢*0 CoC 2
6 *3 08 8.1 3.2 4.0 0.0 0.0 _*2 40© 0.0 @*C ¢
? 3,8 1.2 9.3 _*© 3.? O*O 0.0 9*0 3.? ¢*0 ¢*¢ )
e *9 2._ 11.8 3*0 3.7 O*O 0.0 |00 3*T ¢*0 C*C 0
q g*b _.3 15.1 1.5 _*_ OeO 0*0 1*5 4*G _,0 C0¢ 1

1_ 3507 _03 _0,4 _*0 _03 000 0,0 4,O 5*3 C*0 ¢00 C
11 7.7 102 16,3 _08 3*4 C*O O*O _*T 3*5 CoO CoC • 1
12 1.? 3.1 1_,4 2.8 3*4 0.0 0.0 2.8 3*4 C*O ©*© ©
13 30*3 4*0 2304 _00 309 0._ 000 2,1 30g C*O C,6 2
14 *a le_ 25.C 201 3,T 0.0 0.0 _.1 3*T OeO @*© O
lff 2._ 4,_ _9,_ _*0 3*8 _.0 4._ _*0 4._ C*O _*C ¢
16 *g 0.0 1_e1 300 4*4 _*_ 4*0 O*O 0.0 O*O Co0 C
17 .2 C.O 0.¢ 3,C 3,7 1._ 2*5 ©*0 _*C _*0 _*C C

BAPE ENG]N_ N_GH_ • _30*6 TOTJ_ _N_ZHF L_NGTH * 29,4
_CCESSO_Y _|IGHT • _?.6 qAX_MUM _A0_U$ • _*_
H_AT _XCH be|GHT • 000 C_NT_ O_ GRAV|TY • 25*0

EXHAUST SYbTE_ _T • 5,7
1CTAL _NG:_e #_|G_T • 173,9

FL_ure 28. WATE-S Turbofan Sample Case Output (Contd).
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4.4 Program Dia_nostios

The WATE-B program oontalns several error checks to aid the

user in obtaining an acceptable engine design. A listing of these

• errors, and the subroutines the: occur in, are included in

Table XIV. None of these errors will cause the execution of

WATE-S to stop. The subroutine the error occurred in may be ter-

f minored and subsequent component calculations can be in error.

_ 4.5 Program Structure

The WATE-S code is written in FORTRAN IV and has been checked

out on the IBM 370 computer. However, the code was developed at

! Garrett on a CDC 170 machine in an overlay structure. The code is

i written in single precision and requires no subroutines beyondthose in the IBM FORTRAN IV manual. There is no character manlpu-

latlon and only full word tests are used when testing BCD input.

The main program is called WATES and in turn calls INPUT and

WTEST as shown in Figure 29. Subroutine INPUT reads the conflgur-

ation ($C) and thermodynamic (ST) data. Subroutine WTEST reads

the aeromechenlcal ($W) data and calls the component routines.

These component routines are independent of each other, and some

use the same lower level routlne8 as others. After all weights

and dimensions have been estimated, ENGPLT is called to make the

printer plot.

The following variables in the common blocks may be refer-

enced by a component weight estimating routine depending on the

component type: DATOUT, WTF, TOPRES, TOTEMP, FAR, CORFLO, JCONF,

JTYPE, NCOMP, NOSTAT. In no case is any value changed by the

weight estimation code.
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ORIGINAL PAGE I;_
OF POOR QUALI'IY

'PABLI_X]'V. WATI"--SEI_OR M_.SSAGE8

gUqRQUTTNE FIG*JRE-

_LOWRATH,_1*t O_DNTE_O, CHE¢_LOJ_C

SU_R,UTI_F .IS_- ......

tart*AVERAGE OISK STRESS GREATER THAN ALLOWABLe STRESSeeRt* XXKXXXX.

SUqROUTINEOUCh-

SUBROUTINE CENCnN-

STAGE ![1DTSX STRESS EXCEEDS ALLndAgLE. STRESS - XXXXXXX. ALLD_ARLE • XXRXXXX.

ST&_E TT BLADE I_TRESS EXCEEDS ALLGWAGLE. STRESS • XXXXXXX. ALLOWABLE - XXWXYXV,

_ sTA_E II 9LkOE f:REGUENCY LESS THAN _IREV

SUqRnUTIN_ CMECHm

t*et WARNING ¢OLLOWING STAGE DESIGN LZNIT EKCEFOED tilt*
8LA,E POnT STRESS I_ xxxxxxx. DES LEMIT ZS XXXXXXX.
t*STRE_S IS 1'00 NIGH REDUCE SHAFT SPEED OR ENCPEASE EXIT _iCH NUM_ERtt

tttt NA_NIH6 FnLLOWING STAGE DESIGN L|PTT EXCEEDED crete
STAGE HURTS_ RATIO ES X.XX DES LENST IS X.XR
eRHUR TEe RATED IS TOO HIGH REDUCE HU_ TER RATIO SNFUTee

• met _ARNENG FOLL_VIN_ STAGE DESIGN LI_IT EXCEEDED erie*
_TAGF HU_TZ_ RATIO ES X.XX DES L|NIT IS X.XX
teHUD TIP RATIO IS TO0 LOW INCREASE HUff TIP RAT|Q INPUT_e

tett WA_N|NG FOLLOWING STAGE DES|ON L|MIT EXCEEDED ott_e
lIT STAGF R_ATZC t$ _X.XX qE_ LI_IT IS XX.XX
ttST_E ALLOdA_LE PRESSURE RATlfl IS TOg HIGH REDUCE |NPUTe*

• tet _fARH|NG FOLLOHING STAGE DESIGN LENIT EXCEEDED teat*
LAST STAGE NACH NO SS X.XX DES LIMIT IS X.XX
tOLA_T STAGE HACH NO |S TOO HIGH REDUCE STAGE EXIT NACH N? IHPUTt_

• toe _ARNING FOLLOWING STA_E DESIGN LIfllT EXCEEDED tete_
qTAGE _LADY HEIghT IS XX.XX DES LENIT IS XXtXX
• *STAGE BLADE WEIGHT IS TOO SMALL CHANGE DES OPR DR REDUCE HIT |N_UTet

tree WARNING FGLL_NINfi STAGE fl_SSGN LSNST FXCEEDED teat*
_ti_E W_eK C_ERFICIFNT IS XXoXX DES LI_IT IS XX,NX
• *_Tl_r W_RK C_EFFICIENT TO HIGH, ADD STAGES OR INCREASE HIT IHPUTee

C_PRESS_R tl tPESSURE _ATID |S TOD HIGH

COMPRESS,R 1| STAGE AMD ELROE PARAmETErS. qEAHINGLESS
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ORIGINAL | _,,:, , ,

OF POOR QUALI_Y
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ORIGINAL P/_,GEi_
OF POOR QIIALI1Y

WATEil

!. I
I I

[_ . INPUT WTEBT

:l

I i I I I I I I I I I I
FIGURE FINPRT INFRT NAMEPR 8THERM DUMMY NAMEPR ENAFT WMIXR WTNDZ PROP WINlil

i
:_ I I I I I I I I
,_ COMP COMBWT DUCTW TURB WBPLT ENGflLT HMEC VAI.VWT

_ DUCT1 FRAME DUCTI iiTHENM OUCT NPflNT 8THERM DUCT1

ETHERM _ _ EFFD DUGT1DTRAP )UCT _

ouoTi

b:l_ _DUCT T.MECH_ _OTABX

! CMECH DUCT1

i _ FRAME

I _THERM

I --ETREU
C

RADTUR
m

CWT

DWT IMPDEK

_OISK TURWT
I_OL DWT

SIZE DIEK

STREE TVOL

TABX 8TRE8

TVOI.
DUCT

CENCOM

Figure 29. Diagram o£ Subroutine Connectivity.
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Based on the information in NCOMP and the JTYP_ array, the

proper component routine is called with the component number (_)

t as an argument. Each oomponent is expected to fill WATE(X),
ALENG(I), TLENG(1), RO(1,Z), RO(2,Z), RI(III), RZ(2,Z). ROtating

components also fill RPMT(1). The shaft component fills DSHAFT(N)

where N lu the shaft count from the inside out.

The array "CONVER" in common CONVER are conversion factors to

convert English to SI unite for output, or Sl to Englieh unite for

input. However, all internal calculatlone in WATE-S _re performed

in English units.

UNITS UNITS
LOCATION VALUE ENGLISH to SI

1 2.5400 inch cm

2 0.30480 feet meter

3 0.45359 ibm Kg

4 0.092903 ft 2 meter 2

5 0.027680 ibm/in 3 Kg/cm 3 i

I6 0.68948 ibf/in 2 Newton/cm 2

7 4.8824 Ibm/f, 2 Kg/m 2 1

8 0.55556 oR OK !

9 2326.0 Btu/ibm Joule/Kg

i0 0.074570 hp KWatt

ii 47.880 ibf/ft 2 Newton/m 2
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5.0 CONCLUBIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The WATE-S program can provide the level of accuracy in pre-

dlotlng weight end dimensions of both smell end intermediate pro-

- pulsion gas turbine engines that Is required for preliminary

engine cycle selection studies. On an absolute basis, the calcu-

lated weights and dimensions have been demonstrated to be within

±10 percent for six reference engines. On a relative basis,

between engines of the same generic family and configuration, the

accuracy is much better, estimated at less than ±2 percent.

The flexibility of modeling the engine allows virtually any

conventional or nonconventional gas turbine engine to be analyzed

given the thermodynamic performance of the engine components.

WATE-S is viewed as an extension of the Boeing WATE-2 code, that

is, the structure of the basic program was not altered. Hope-

fully, this should allow users of the WATE-2 code to easily adapt

WATE-S to their design system, if desired.

The followlng improvements to the program are recommended:

(a) Exit Math number should be used to size the blades for axial

turbines instead of inlet Math number as is currently in use.

Exit Math number is a more fundamental parameter in turbine

design and the code should reflect this.

(b) The heat exchanger calculation should be made to "close the

loop" on fixed tube number. Currently, WATE-S estimates the

pressure drops through the heat exchanger for the input num-

ber of tubes. This could be compared against the thermody-

namic data, and the number varied until the results agree.

For nonpropulsion engines, e.g. aux!llary power units,

stationary power units, and vehicular engines, the heat

exchanger can be the largest and heaviest component in the

engine, and hence, should be modeled as accurately as pos-

sible.
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(c) For ducts, burners, and duct burners where the ZD wall ie

subjected to collapsing pressure rather than internal burst-

ing pressure, the calculations outlined in Section 3.1.6

should be included. Duct weights are typically a small £zac-

tion o£ total engine weight but a definite component accuracy

improvement could be obtained. In addition, the duct model

could be improved to radially match both the upstream and

downstream components.

(d) Blade mean solidity should be used to determine the blade

count for axial components instead of the blade tip solidity.

Blade mean solidity generally has more significance and con-

sistency than does blade tip solidity.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area (cm2) O wheel speed (m/s)

AF activity factor V volume (om3)

AR aspect ratio W weight (kg)

C blade chord (cm) _ shear stress (N/cm 2)

C-D convergent-dlvergent _ turbine work
nozzle coefficient

C/S solidity, blade chord to P density (kg/em 3)
spacing ratio

D diameter (cm) _ rotational velocity(cad/s)

F force (Newton) o normal stress (N/c_ 2)

g gravitational constant e heat exchanger
KS_-_ effectiveness

N-S2 O ratio of local total
temperature to

GR gear ratio standard temperature

h height (cm) 6 ratio of local total

h/t hub/tip radius ratio pressure to standard

H total enthalpy (Joule/kg) pressure
compressor work

HP high-pressure spool coefficient

I rotational inertia (cm2-kg)

J 778.16 ft-lbf/Btu Subscripts:
K factor for blade volume

h hub
L length (cm)

t tip
LP low-pressure spool

B blade
Mn Mach number

c case or corrected
N number of elements conditions

P pressure (N/om 2) S stator

PTO power takeoff hw hardware

PW power (KWatt) Stg stage

R radius (cm) D disk

RPM revolutions per minute SPL splitter

S blade spacing (cm) 2 engine inlet station

T temperature (°K) or m mean
torque (cm-N) i

l inner
t thickness (cm) i

o outer
TR blade taper ratio
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